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Toll(

by tlio Associated.

Press.)
Gradually the famous Lys salient
in the region west of Armentieres
is
giving way under the pressure of the
British. Again Field Marshal Hairs
forces .have compelled the enemy to
seek ground to the eastward
where
lie will be more secure from the shells
of the hip guns that for iseveral weeks
have been firing crisscross over the
entire salient, working havoc among
the defenders of the insecure line.
The Germans are
no
rest oy 'the Franco-Hcritis- hbeing, given
forces
ftnn
i...
t.Ce" 8Ct
and
south
of the Somme, and
as,ne!"'th
up to July 29, last
the French and Americans alnnir th'o
Four O.erman
vessels
valued Vesle. The Americans
in Lorraine are
at $6,750,000, and five commandeered
harassing the cneny by artillery fire
ships, worth $2,S50,000, fell by tho and
local attacks. Nowhere has the
stniK of the German sea wasp. Tlieso
enemy had the better of any encounfollow:
ter.
Former
Italg'n Men Push Onward.
German Vessels,
Loss.
Over a front of four miles between
Acteon
2,000,000
.
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CARROUU

Composing )0ular musical comedies such as "So long, Letty,"
"Canary Cottage," etc., has heretofore been Lieutenant Karl Carroll's
favorite pastime, but he has now
passed up the hum of the chorus for
that of an airplane, and is now
flying with tb.' First Provisional
Wing, that lias thrilled .New York
with flying demonstrations.
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Vladivostok, Aug
( !"ucr.'i
i
Yes-,Uie Associated
h" ( Zecho
,,f
Diedrichs, commander
Slovak forces in sda vi:a, liu I''', s nted
a memorandum i" 'I ali'ud repre-rm.- h
the
sentativeS here setiln
on a
gent need of speedv
on
a
a
ivance
large scale and that
Irkutsk should be ord. r d. Ho points SPECIAL CORRCSPONDCNCK TO MORNING JOURNAL,
,!
forces do not
out that if the
New York, Aug. 18. That ten thouv.vt )e iha
reach Irkutsk w:;inr.
to the loss sand trained guards should watch this
in:
delay will be t; tit:
' lo; iic (
of all western
:',:;
army base port every hour of the day
Slovaks.
and night, was declared today by fedihat
General biedri'-heral and municipal
police authoriwould leavo Rns: ::i
ties, who are straining every nerve io
i'
mercy of the Gciv.r
fill the places of the seven hundred
I
cops who have already left the local
A
Vladivostok, Ait'.
force for service at the fighting front.
contingent arrived 'Ml ri it Nikols
With the chief root reaching from our
on its wav to the
front.
army in France to this huge harbor
f troop and supply export, enemy
The trans-firVladivostok, A ig.
are always alert to ham'trim?
contingent oj agents
port carrying the
activities if an adequate .anird
arrived here today war
American trooj
fails for a moment,
it is cot,ce,l"d.
after an uneventful vyaK of seven
now on, cvfl'y secret set vice,
and a half days from .Manila. The men From
industrial, embarkation or powere in excellent spirits nnd crowded army
lice
will be" vigilantly pati oiled
the rails and rivaing. eheerini nnd with post
all the force necessaiy, it ts
being cheered by the men of trie al- promised, even if every
Yorker
lied warships in the harbor.
has to do his bit of guard mounting.
The crowds on the water iron' np- Kullilliig Han.
peared amazed at the noisy entry rf
Placing a practical ban on any
tho Americans, and contrasted with
at
that is not absolutely
building
that of their less demonstrative allis. necessary to allwar
work, the prohibiGroups of Czechs n bout the docks were tive prices and shortage
of bric k and
vociferous in their weleotne or tnc almost
other material except
Americans, who will he kept alioarl lumber every
have
led
prominent conship until the arrival of other trans struction menjust
of this city to seek a
ports, duo tomorrow.
survey of this situation.
rsi government
Tho transport heaumr mis
Not only are imperative housing opog- contingent of. Ann e ans lay
erations
held
up by lack of biick, but
for live
bound outside lhe harbor
essential government war construc
hours.
tion is bi.und to suffer, they asert, if
the shortage of such materials is not
k i orcks
zl; ho-klo- v
straightened out. While everyone is
rou
iiavi; I,
willing to give up all building benefits on a basis of war time sacrifice,
the
by
Tokio, Aug. II (Wednesday,
no one intends to see the work beCzecho-Slova- k
Aroeii.ii i'
hind the boys abroad
suffer from
forces from tile maritime provinces of8 starvation in material, the people of
Kihei'i,. loft for llarhm on August
declare.
this city
over the Chinese Kasiern railway, it
Heroic Hclpors.
is officially announci i.
Following the Knights of Columlms
Along' the I sun Iront, wnere me in their earnest search for more workstrong, ers to succor our soldiers on the batenemy forces number 100.000 Holsbe-vlquiet prevails, it is ta'd. The
abroad, the .Salvation Army
i,
nnans
are
i
visibly tlefield
Atistro-and
is this week pleading for volunteers
affected by the arrival of allied troops for their
activities in tht
brave
and the number ,,r desertions iron, trenches. From every invalided Hud-d- y
their ranks is increasing, it is re
returned from the fighting Inferno
ported.
in France, New Yorkers are invariaof the
bly hearing stirring stories
faithfulness under fire of the KnightK
of Salvation lads and lassies, to whose
heroism every man in khaki seems
GAS ATTACKS OF
For
proud to take off bis helmet.
their doughty deeds on the foremost
front, these Salvation Army and
Knights of Columbus helpers should
be given credit more thun many larger
FAIL
organizations can justly claim, according to many of the men wounded
in Franco, who knows because they
saw.
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WeU by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable
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Compound.

Enemy Agents Are Always Military Critics Warn of ImAlert to Hamstring War Acpending "Shortening of the
Front;" Articles Are Intivities; Ban on New Buildspired by the General Staff,
ings Complicates Matters,

S

i
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PW,W LCACfO WIRI

Washington. Auk. 18. The three- agreement of
day vacation recet-the house expires tomorrow and
while the senate's arrangement nuvij
to August lit,, leaders nope to set
it aside r.nd get to work Thursday
lull extendiiu; the
on the
draft aye limits H: !8 nnd 4", years.
The death of Minority Leader Gal- linger is expected to curtail the sen-- i
ate's session tomorrow. II a quorum
of the senate attends tomorrow,
Chairman Chamberlain of the mili
tary committee is expected to renew
his request for annulment of the
vacation acreement and ask the senate to begin consideration of the
measure.
Delay in setting aside the vacation agreement
would postpone action on the manpower legislation until the following .Monday at. least.
With the national war prohibition
measure having the right of way in
the senate at that time under a pre
r
vious agreement the
measure could be considered
onl."
the
early part of each day
during
unless, as is not improbable, prohibition advocates should
to
:un.:onl
sidetrack their measure temporarily.
The
measure will be
taken up tomorrow by thn house milcommillee
It, eretary
with
itary
linker, General March and General
Crowder scheduled to appear. The
prospects are that the bill will be
passed by the rsenate before thu
house Is called upon to act.
The war revenue bill, revised upward near the . $s, but i. (Mill, lilul
,w,
o ft he treasury department, is sched- i
uled for completion this week by the
house ways and means commillee.

I
hole. There were
of the enemy there, ten of whom
were asleep and the other was on
sentry duty.
"I shot the sentry. We then with
drew and in so doing ran into
post similar to Hie first, ium,
W'v
containing about ten Genus, ps.
t
shot two of thetn, an,! then
GREAT FINANCIAL
back toward our line. The
began firing, wounding n,,e
PROBLEMS ARE
in the leg, but both corpomli
ed the American line.
NOT INNOVATIONS
Protends to Bt Wounded.
"I was behind, having s;pped to
fire on the Germans.
reached a
'Continued from Pace fne.)
point about sixty yarns from ihem
when the fin- - got lor, hut.
years
old, be was probably !je!Pr
d
dropped into a small holhiw,
than any other man in the United
tin
ing to tie wounded.
s!aed
the
for
While
confposition.
for 13 hours. Afer dark i n
to General Wash- idential secretary
back to our own lines.
ingt, n. during the early years of tha
"During my return trp to ,,,ir
lie had devoted much time
revolution,
lilies, I discovered n third German
to the subjects of finance and trade.
post which was occupied, u nparently
In 17x1, he communicated
to .lioberi
All these lUKi(t
only late at night.
A.orns an elaborate plan for a bank,
were well supplied with h,;,,: main 17X2 he was receiver of continand
chine guns, rifles and band greental taxes in .Vow York.
6 these
nades, and the Germans used liiem
special interests he added an expewell.
rience as congressional delegate, law"At noon, while I was bidden in
yer ar.d pamphleteer and had been
the hollow, a lieutenant t(Mk out
,
specially insistent in demanding naa party of five to search for mo.
tional regulation for the collection of
They, did not find me, hut oreut up
revenue.
to the second Germon po.'t and tki-- n
Hamilton Showed! Initiative,
bombs Into it, infieting several
l
l't'om the very liist Hamilton disties. I heard u
played great initiative and immediatein. pain. The Germans
threw
ly formulated a nlan for fundins? th
bombs, wounding one of the lieudebt which by that time bad
public
rrr
'A,wlle,i
tenant's party.
rrrfKnnn,lr.)
Harbin, Manchuria, .lulv 10. Rns-- 1 g''0" to immense proportions.
."1 request that our
n
cle.-artillery
is powerless to take any
out these posts tomoirow.'
part mi'11"" estimated that the foreign
impending conflict of allied and ligations of the country amounted to
ThB artillery carried out U,P
wrk
werinun .mail's in the Mnrnian ,li
lit., 10,000, while the domestic obli
i.io ursi ining the next inoiiiir.j
met, according to the version of a gations were about $27,383,000 in
recent speech by Premier Lenine, principal and SI 3,0.10.000 In accrue!
interest to which might he added
which lias been received here.
for unliquidated debt.
"The Knglish and
A
French bourgeoisie have, siient enormous sums on There was violent opposition tollam.
ilton's plan, but it finally prevailed
Murinan and of course with mercenas did his demand that the state
ary purpose," asserted Lenine.
'They have landed troopa to pro- debls be assumed by the federal govtect the Murman coast. We hud no ernment. The funding net was pi.ssed
proper forces to prevent this. The August 4. 17110, and by it the president
Gorman government
demands that was authorized to borrow $1 2,000.-oowhile a loan to the full amount
they be disarmed. Idling us that if
we cannot defend ourselves they will of the domestic debt w,i salso authoron
the war In our territoiy."
ised, subscriptions to be received in
carry
HefeiTing to the, Ukraine, Lenine tiny of the certificates of indebtedness
claimed that the Germans were met which the government hart previously
everywhere with desperate resistance. issued during the Revolutionary war
"To the Caucasus." Lenine points r.nd the Confederation.
it was due to Hamilton that the
out, "the soviet sent inquiries regard11T MoaNlUa JOURNAL
P1C,AL LAICO W1B
new frontiers which the Cau first national hank was established
the
ing
Camp Kunston,
IS
Kan., Ant.
HI and that the coinage system
laid claim to. uil In
With tha birth of the Sevetitieth
in- - casian government
was put upon a solid basis. lioth of
no answer."
last Saturday, the Twentieth received
iJtry
"Yve are not a great power.
Of theso were regarded with suspicion by
-- v.
lPn uriicers and about
j
is left but Great Rus
Russia,
many pt ople, but it was not until con.40(1'
officers
and sia. Fornothing
us
the
interests of universal gress adopted tho recommendations
first class privates, So the Twentieth
inof Hamilton and embraced them In
feels like a big brother of the newly soclulimn are higher than national
n
terests. For us. little
tho tariff bill of 17!H, thnt the unorganized unit. The two regiments
Great Britain stands far higher than popularity of the secretary of treasmake the Twentieth
Brigade, com- that stupendous great power
whleil ury assumed its fu:: proportions. Folmanded by Colonel Jordan,
command- sold itself to tho
tho stale
imperialists with lowing the assumption ofrevenue
ing officer of the Twentieth Infantry
bedebts, the need of further
One of them is a well known youth! secret treaties.
"We cannot now conceal the far: came imperative and Hamilton recUeotenant Stanlev, son of the late
we lire in favor of defense.
Wo ommended that a tax be placed upon
of Kansas, who that
our socialistic father- distilled spirits. This aroused Intense
was assigned Stanley
to M. companv of the wish to defend We
n
land.
must
this
For
have
ne
prole antagonism, since the consumption of
regiment. Lieutenant
Stanley tarian dictatorship.."
distilled spirits was so common that
was a lawyer In civil life and was
com
many people contended that its specmissioned at the first officers' trainial taxation was a discriminating buring camp at Camp Kunston.
den upon one of., the necessities of
Among others "lost" to the SevenAIR
RACK
life.
tieth was Major Straub, commanding
the .first battalion of the Seventieth.
OpHsilion on Frontier.
Po marked was the opposition on
He was a member of the 1915 class of
the frontier, where it was found con
West Point. He had beYn with the
venient to reduce corn to the form of
Twentieth
since his
OF
continuously
the difspirits In order to overcome thiut
graduation except for a short time las:
In
ficulties of transportation,
summer when b,e was with the
d
southwestern Pennsylvania an armed
Ho commanded
Infantry.
as
band inaugurated what is known
Company p and later the Second Batlhe Whiskey Rebellion, which was not
talion of the Twentieth
put down until the troops had been
Lieutenant Doane, Company O, nt
called into the field. The whiskey ta
was with
'.'..Ti
regiment,
the
una not ornfitable. however, and a
Twentieth eighteen months and has
tax was then levied upon a wider
been In the service twenty years. He
MOflNIN
JOUNNAl SPfClAL LBAttO WIRt!
lit
of commodities including car
is an expert rifleman and drill inrange
IN.
Paris.
German bombing riages, certain spirits, snuff, sugar
structor,. Lieutenant O'Donnell. sup- squadronsAug.
have been very active in and the Incomes from auction sales.
ply oommander of the Seventieth, is i bombarding
behind the fron;
Direct taxation was proposed In 1794
veteran. He had several enlistments to during the pastpwns
days. There were nnd four years later the first direct
his credit before he was commissioned numerous raids two
six
on
where
Rouen,
in 1917. He saw service with the persons were killed and five wounded. tax was imposed upon till dwelling
British In the Boer war and now has The German Gotlias flew as far as bouses and lands and upon slaves be,
son fighting with the British in Havre, where no one was, killed end itween the ages of twelve ana uriy.
me
'! he ti mount apportioned among
France. Lieutenant Lander of Comno damage done.
Two consecutive
calcupany T, formerly commander of Com- raids on Vernon caused only material several stales was W. 000,000 houses,
lated to fall as follows: upon
pany B, has seen five years' servb.e.
slaves,
$457,000;
He is a splendid rifleman and pisto! damage.
Several warnings were given al Dun- t1.::ir,.ooo: lands, did
not operate acBhot. Lieutenant Allen who has been kirk and Calais
0(0. The tax
the period. At
during
before
appointed to the Seventieth as regl-- . Calais some fifty bombs were dropped cording to the estimates madewere
so
its passage and payments
mental, adjutant, was commissioned Friday night.
of
three
end
at
In the second officers'
the
made
that
tardilv
training camp.
wars much of the lax still remained
He formerly was a clerk in u large FRATERNITY
OPENS
California hotel. He was a volunteek
unpaid.
n
llnuevcr thn government un the
in the
war. In the
PARIS HEADQUARTERS
Twentieth he served in various capawhole, made a successful beginning
cities.
Meutenant Fague lias seer
with taxation, and while economic
seven years' service in both cavalry
development wns backward, the poply MOftNINfi JOURNAL a)CIAt. tKAflRO
ulation was not compact enough and
and Infantry and has sirved as serParis, Aug. IS. Delta. Kappa
i,.nao of collecting was great,
has opened a club room and ,u
geant in a machine gun company. Ilf
n tnnircr reason to feur
also is a crack shot. Lieutenant
headquarter'-- at the Grand Hotel, Par- ,i r.
a deshas served In both engineers is, for the benefit of fraternity mem- that the excise duties would be
of a subject's liberties.
and infantry. Joining the Twentieth bers who may be in Ifuropc. A branch ......
potic invasion
..
hncrinninsr to realize
last fall, he took the bayonet course. has also been established In London.
of
Lieutenant, Edwards, who has seer Headquarters is in charge of James the necessity of adequate support
VVt years', service, is an authority on Anderson Hawes, general fraternity the rentrnl government and tne lesson
clouds
The
BOOH.
nr.no
?irt
l,.pnn,1
frrmy paper ,work and was attached secretary.
At u largely attended meeting o
war had begun to gather and the.
to, the supply company of the TweD.
K. R. In Paris. Dr. E. II. Lines, a American people were again i,".",
ntieth. Lieutenant Morrel, prior to
emcr
entering the second officers' training protnlrretft Paris resident, was chosen iho necessity of meeting those
with it.
Camp, was In charge of a larae agri- as president of the organization hare: i;encie.s which war brings
cultural project on the Pacific coast. Elmer K. Roberts, correspondent' ol
He.was. attached to Company A of the the Associated Pres, 'Paris bureau, FRENCH AVIATOR HAS
Twentieth, Each of the men selected was chosen vice president, nn,l an ex.
to become the nucleus of the new ecutlve committee of Paris resident
DOWNED SIXTY PLANES
regjment had his particular qualifica- and army officers were selected. ,
tion,, all conforming to round out an
'V RNINS JOURNAL SPBCAL LIAMD WIRtl
Xo Concessions to CVVlios.
excellent working basis for the new
Paris. Aug. 18. Lteutennnt Rene
. ,
Amsterdam, Aug. 17. The Vienna,
organization.
down
Neue P'rcle Presse brands as pure Fonc.k. the French aviator,onshot
Wednes' Alaska
Invention the report that
Premier three It German airplanes
ludans Aid Red Cross.
announced.
is
officially
Hussarek is drafting a plan for thq day.
Pvampart, Alaska, Aug. 18. "Muck-luckThis brings his totnl number of air
or native, Alaska boots, and conversion of the Austrian monarchy
to sixty.
victories
up
mocoaslnf are.Jjelwr raada by Alaska Into a state federation. The Neue
Intflww1a-tl.lsection to be raffled Frele Presse further denies thnt tho
Red
Don't negleiot ttm Two-Bit- "
for .Jit benefit of the American JletJ premier ever entertained tho Idea of
...
Club, Join uxlaj.
..
Cr
the
concessions
Czechca,
tg
making
semi-circul-

lto
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"The patrol, consisting of liv'sclf
itnd two corporals,
started nt S
o'clock in Hit' mornyig to ascertain
whether tho Germnus had
We encountered a German po.-- t i:i a

fit

(BY

I

.v.

Brooklyn, N. Y., " For one year I
was miserable from a displacement,
which caused a gen-

IIP31I

(By cwsaMr l:nteiii-isAss'n.)
Amsterdam, Holland, Aug. IS. livery day articles appearing in the German press make it more apparent that
the kaiser's government is preparing
his people for a great retreat on the
western front.
Many of the articles are undoubtedly Inspired by the general staff, and
most of them hint vaguely at impending military disaster, veiling the real
situation under such terms as "shortening 6f the front" and "concentric
gathering of our armies."
General von Arecnno in the Berlin
Tageblatt is tho most outspoken of the
military critics. Ilo warn.". Germany
of an impending "change of position
in n hat kv.nrd direction, adding:
"If, noi withtt iniHng the manner
in which tho Germans have frustrated

eral
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dition with headaches and pains in
my side. My sister
induced me to try
Lydia E.Pinkham'a

Vege table

Com-

I found it
me very
helped
much and such a
splendid tonic that
I am recommend-- !
ing it to any woman
who has similar
pound.
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With the American Armv in Lorraine, Aug. IS (by the Associated
Press.) The Americans gained nioro
ground at Frapelle early today, despite
a total of 2.500 shells dropped by the
enemy on the village and a raid by
forty--

Germans, which was repulsed
by the American artillery and automatic rifle fire.
In tho Woevre an American patrol
had a lively engagement. One American with nino wounds carried a
wounded comrade to safety.
five

REGISTRATION

PLANS
ARE WELL UfjDER

BY

MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL

LEASED,

WAY
WIRE

Washington, Aug, 18. Provost Marshal General Crowder announced tonight that reports received at his office indicated that everything would
bo in readiness within a few
for
., VL
u , , ,l,, days
thn rof?istr; i nn nnv,
,.e 1117
i
the
of
youths
country who have reach
ed tne age or zi since the date of the
last registration under the selective
service act June 5 last.
All printed forms required in the
registration have been distributed.
The registration cards will lie similiar
to thos-- used heretofore. The registration numbers, hovveVer, wiil be
filled in by the adjutant general in
each state instead of by the. local
boards.
I

,

TO BUCKLE ON SWORD
BV MOANING

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED

WIRE1

London, Aug. 18. A dispatch to
the F.xehange Telegraph from Amsterdam quoting a report received from
Berlin, says Dr. Richard von Kuehl-manformer German foreign secre.
tury, has reported to the military authorities.
The dispatch adds that It is expected
they will give him a command In the
west. He is a major in the Bavarian
criuassier::.

an
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Has One Arm, but Also
He Wears the D. S C.
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Mrs. Elsie G. Lewis, 30
Vernon Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Such conditions as Mrs. Lewis suffered from may be caused by a fall or
condition
a general weakened
rf the system, and tho most successful
l?medy to restore strength to muscles
and tissue and bring about a normal
healthy condition has proved to be this
famous root and herb medicine, Lvdia
the French attacks, a shortening of E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
If you have disturbing symptoms you
the front is carried out, it can only be
Pink-hapointed out that tbo German armies are do not understand write Lydia E.
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. The
standing in enemy country and that
the war is now one of movement. The result of their 40 years experience is at
momentous decision to give up the Vour service.
lino of the Mnrne will, therefore, be
no reason for great rejoicings on the
part of our enemies."

troubles."

At the same time another famous
expert, Colonel Gnedke, writing in
warns Germany of
"Vorwaerts,"
He gives
"events that may come."
extraordinary praise to General Foch's
strategy, which "always does the right
thing at the right moment in the right
way."
Tho military writer of the Berlin
Dokul Anzeiger remarks that a change
in the present line is possible,
and
even porbable. "The phrase, 'a war
of movement,' sufficiently expresses
the fact that both parties, attacker
as well as defender,- have regained
their liberty and may again consider
the battlefield us a chessboard, with
out clinging desperately to villages.
he says.
heights, or even sections,"
"It is indifferent whether troops move
so
forward or backward,
long as the
adversary's aims are impeded."
The Cologne Zeitung says:
"General's Foch's attack has caused
The dismal
pessimism In Germany.
ones are going round with their heads
bowed, uttering lugubrious cries am'
endeavoring behind the concise state
ments of official reports to discover
all kinds of suppressed events.
"The work of the German supreme
armv command should not bo ren
dered more difficult, or altogether vain
by chattering at home and on the
front, as occurred in the case of tho
offensive begun July 15."
An article in the Vossische Zeitung
YANKEES
Port Patrol.
foreshadows a rritrcat. It says:
Ceaselessly checking up every ton clearly
"It is not in the interests of tho
of refuse that is towed to sea to be
German
army leadership to allow the
dumped, naval inspectors on guard all
front in Fiance to stiffen,
along the channel of this port are now fighting
a war of
of that is to say, to revert tomovement.
AMRE1
BY MORNIN0 JO'JRNAL SPECIAL LCARCO
preventing any possible clogging
Our strength is in
With the American Army on the the precious sea lane. Not one heap position.
once
shown
has
Hindenburg
already
Vesle, AhK. IK by the Associated of garbage or ashes that leaves the by his great retreat that without en
Press. 1 The Americans who have dug piers of the waterfront can be cast dangering
tho general situation it is
in along tho Vesle are being harassed overboard short of the open ocean,
possible to bring movement into a
by the German artillery and gas pro- without an immediate detection and- stiff front also by a change of posijectiles. The Germans made a vicious investigation being made by the lynx- tion to the rear. Viewed In this light,
gas attack Saturday on the north side eyed patrols of the navy. From
becomes clear the extraordinary
to surface and from shore to there
of the Vesle. They used artillery fire
advantage which lies for Germans in
first and followed with gusts of mus- 'shore, l'ncle . Sam is guarding every the fact that they are standing deep
p
no oiii' linvhmi. ev
t,lu
tard and "sneeze" gas. These attacks
AV'e
have
in the enemy's country.
have not met with success and tne ery sign shows.
at disposal as the field ot
Itecollected only by a few sporting therefore,
Germans evidently are aware of it.
the whole area between
a operations
They sent four airplanes which at- spirits who watched him squander
the German frontiers and the present
fortune In a few years, "Hilt" Elli- frpnt. The lines In which the two
tempted to direct the firing.
ophave
protec- son, who startled tho town as a spendAmericans
Tho
ponents stand opposite each other arc
tion down to such a system that they thrift, has just cashed in to death, now so intricate, that somehow or oth
are not bothered During one attack leaving his family in anything but or a solution must be found. Such teny
of his sion as is connected with the battles
the Americans wore gas maskiis and affluence. In the
worked on a bridge they were build- brief bonanza days, "Biff sported a of this year and ensuing developments
a
Vesle.
t.ong is in the long run unbearable. Someing across the
yacht, a hunting lodge anil
guns and shrapnel Island country estate, ur tate, ne how or other this situation musl
drove off tbo enemy aviators who had been glad to get a job for three change.
were trying- - to point out locations for dollars a day from an old friend, who
to be de"Do not allow
attack by enemy guns and finally the was one of the few that are eve ceived. Further yourselves
events must
great
next
to
The
shells
ceased
falling.
gas
found by the Gotham squanderer
follow To even a greater extent than
morning the bridge was almost com- feel grateful for past entertainment. ourselves the French leadership ha
pleted.
engaged it sin deeply that it cannot
the battle, and is forced to
Journal Wants Bring Results break itoff
out.
DOC VON KUEHLMANN
fight
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Man-pow- er

'

JSC

IS.

TEUTONIC PRES S

TO GUARD GOTHAM

IN SIBERIA HEED

but It Is Hoped
to Set It Aside and Get to
Bill.
Work on
Aug,

journal mciu hams wire'
With the American Army on the
Vesle. Aug. 18. While the French
and American and German heavy
nt each
puns have been harking American
oiher acrOBS the Vesle,
been
particularly busy
petrols have
of the
t deavorUig to keep informed
movement
anil to
tnemy infantry
ascertain generally what the enemy
Is accomplishing.
A few days ago an infantry captain, while reconnoitering,In killed
order
at least two Germans nnd,
to escape, hid in a shell hole for 13
hours while the midsummer sun bent
down upon him. Here is the captain's official report of his exneri-enr-
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19, 1918.

Star Aviator

Hardships to Escape,
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Musical Comedy
Composer Now
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.

HIDES 13 HOURS

at

Monday, August

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

TWO

PRIVATE. fRAKlK iS. RENICH,

Private Henick, with one arm lost
has been given the DisService Cross by the
tinguished
Ilo is
grateful British government.
one of the
Americans to receive
it. He belongs to the United States
Army Ambulance Service.
In the war,
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, August
CASUALTY LISTS

WlLLSUPPLY 0 P

19, 1918."

THREE
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CAN'T WIN PEACE

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS

i

Put a

.

WILL BE SENT
MAIL

.GOAL MEET NEEDS

BY

-

TIllvVl l JSS TODAY.

BY

iiI
Repeating
Douglas
l'uirtiunh.s a;; uie, leading character in
"Say, Young fellow:" ak;o the reel
ot "world a hvems."
Crystal icra tliuc Lark
inciter Harrv Morev and
Cot nine, t'rlffith starring
in
"Who
rc: ' also a good comclv reel.
Tin
l.oes
l'asliuic Theater
"Hor
Price.'' wuh Vlrgiinla Pearson us the
Desuir; also the comedy, "Matching Hilwith Hilly Parsons us the fun-m- a
Be ly."lu

'

v

DURING NEXT YR?

FUTURE

I

AT TIIK

-

.

-

v
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SAY"

i

ENEMY CAPTIVES

;

Varnishing woodwork with Cosmolac is like laying an extremely thin sheet of unbreakable plate glass on the surface
to be covered. Colors, grains or markings of any kind are
not changed in tho slightest degree.

"

Information Garfield Sounds Warning;
Will No Longer Be Handled
clares Production 'Must
Stimulated and ConsumpOver Press Wires; No Delay
tion Cut to Minimum at Once,
in Notifying Relatives,

This

Important

AT

Till;

That

.

.

y

"Must Be Anived at by Negotiations," German Prisoners
Declare; Teutons Can't Win,

"15."

ever

scr-'epn;iaistar,
DoUiJUia .fYilrbui'Jiu,
scored another
now
with
his
triumph
photoplay,
Young Fellow," whi h was presented
to a large audience at the "H" theater yesterday. The picture Was an ex- -

l."C..L COR.ONo.c,i ... .n.MN JOURM.LI
IBY MORNIN. JOURNAL SPtCIAL LEASED WIRE)
Washington. Anir is
f
ii
Aug. 18 With the
Washington,
publication tomorrow of the daily list early to begin asking about our coal ceilcnt, one, as all of .dr. Fairbanks'
oC casualties among America's
forces "ut't'iy ror next winter, our war in- - pictures are, and it demonstrated its
e using more coal
overseas, the Associated Press and
than popularity In a most emphatic manever before. Our
other press associations in
total national con- ner.
In this picture Mr. Fairl-inkde
war
and
of
tion with the
black diamond
sumption
postoffice
is a
is in
partments, put into effect a. new ar creasing. Kxperts tell us that we shall newspaper reporter who does stunts
rangement by which complete lists are need 7:15.000,000 tons of coal for the which the average cub reporter might
delivered daily by mail to the newspa- year ending March SI, liil!). Shall we well envy. Ho interviews a millionpers in practically every city in the have enough of the precious stuff to aire who has never been interviewed
run our essential factories and keep before, and lie unearths a fradulent.
country.
Since the American army in France our houses warm? Shall we have scheme in a small factory town which
hns grown to a force of nearly n mil- enough to stoke our locomotives, to is run by a big man, a sort of boss. In
these journalistic trilion and a half men, transmission ft propel our ships, and to fire tls aveiis accomplishing
the Fairlianksian
the full honor roll of dead, wounded where we bake our bread?
athletic
umphs,
are
stunts
and missing to all the newspapers has
At a luncheon of administration
continuously in evidence,
become almost an impossibility. For officials held recently in Washington
including vaulling, scaling the front
weeks the press associations have been Dr. Harry A. Garfield sounded the of a building, battling a band of infuriated factory hands, and the like.
obliged to curtail the volume of their first warning.
news In order to deliver These lists, so
"We can only avoid a repetition of It is perhaps unnecessary to say that
there is not a dull moment In the picto
neigh-burthe friends ami
important
last winter's fuel shortage by apply- ture.
o ft he men at the front.
ing a double remedy," said Dr.
This play is being repeated today:
How Lists Will I!e Handled.
"We must stimulate production
The postoffice department, exercis- to the utmost. At trie same time, we also the reel of "World's F.vents."
ing control of telegraph systems, has must cull upon factories and houseTIIK l.YUIC,
undertaken the responsibility of tele holders to utterly discontinue the ubo AT"Who
docs There:" an absorbing
graphing the lists across the conti- - of coal for
purposes."
lova drama with scenes laid in Lonpent, and of providing printed copies
Increasing coal production Is
don
anil Belgium at the time of the
to the, press associations simultane- casy matter. We cannot hope to solve
German invasion, will appear at the
ously in Washington, Chicago and Ran the problem by lookig to Increased
I'rancisco. Fro nithese points the as- production alone. The actual output at I.yric theater today only, it deals with
sociations mall them to the newspa- the mines cannot be greatly swelled, the adventures of a young American
whoso love for the adopted daughter
pers. Each day's list bears a date of because wo cannot keep adding to the of
a German general involves him in
publication several days later, so that force of miners and the supply of German
spy intrigues.
nil papers may publish the same list. mine machinery. And even if we could
One of the thrilling scenes in "Who
the samo day. Provision has been we should still lack cars and locomn
mode for having hnlf of the names, tives to do the h.nilinu W.. must iifv- - Goes Thcie!" is the blowing up bv a
of a British dreadnought in
appear first in the morning papers' er lose sight of the fact that the coal torpedo
the Knglish channel. A young Ameriand half at first in the afternoon pa- - production puzzle Is a double-heade- d
can
caught in Belgium at the time of
pers, hut all papers receive the
It involves mining and It
the German Invasion ts returning from
lists for publication at the stated volves transportation.
London with the adopted daughter of
ilnl?S'is being done to "Ink
a German general, with whom he is
This plan means publication of the' up Something
the
at
the
Verv
slack"
mines.
often
names a few days later than if they, the miners at a coal mine fall to work in love. They are on a channel boat,
and suspected of being spies, are about
were telegraphed to the newspapers..
p tc capacity. Thev grow lax and to' be transferred to the
when
but with direct telegraphing becoming turn
hundreds of tons less than the explosion Intervenes. warship
out
out of the question, It furnishes a
The
mine.
of
the
t:r,lllo
,,apactlv
This
story of love and loymeans of nationwide
distribution:
to sp,,e(i u, tnPKe mon ig to ur0UH, alty andpowerful
Teuton intrigue is bv Robwhich will place the lists before the way
to mnimi thenl that ert W. Chambers, and given by a
tholr
,)alriotiiim.
f th? ,,a',e,a:
every ton of coal left unmined is a ton
eoul j
from, of coimoif
, .knlMr
by
a vm v
Washington.
fective propaganda has been the tend ably soon initiate a
to en
No Delay Notifying Itclalives.
of returned, soldiers to the min- roll rurnnce owners incampaign
Tn announcing the
a conservation
inauguration of ing
These soldiers.
often project.
All owners of furnaces will
the arrangement, the committee on ing iVjions.
and disfigured,
tell the receive through the mail a card bear
public information explained tonight woundlubout their
experiences on the ing a message from President Wilson,
that it will not affect the war depart- miners
battle
atrocidescribe
and
the
front,
and a statement of the wavs
ment's policy of notifying immediate- ties of
which
the buns. They impress upon a furnace may best be run in
so as to
ly bt telegraph the families of men the
miners the fact that not a single save coal. They will be asked to sig .
mentioned in the list The commitwar industry, not a single ship, not the printed pledge on tills card and
tee's statement said:
without fuel. return it to the fuel administration
"There wiM be no delay in the pri-- l a single train can run
in coal offices at Washington.
mol'' " h''t-iRvote notification of the next of kin of! )U,a1t
The principal
that request to be made is that they
officers and men reported in the daily
?!n',,!lll""s "'ill freeze means
give
to
death
to
of
lists
their
because
the furnace,
the
attention
casualty
personal
changed
so
that
or
know
system of public announcement of cas-- l nr.xt winter. Wherever this has been
whether
may
they
soon as it is possible to tried, there has been a wonderful in- - not it Is being run in tho most ceo
ualties.
croase
on
of
the
the
of
reactivity
part
nomical way. Another rcouest will
compare the names, which are
be that only those parts of the bouses
ported l y the ndiutant general's of- miners.
Hut it is useless to mine coal un- which are
fice with the card Indexed catalogue
actually in use be hen ted.
it.
less
are
cars to transport
there
at the statistical division, the usual
Thousands of tons of coal have, been
he
will
And
cars,
there
only wasted
enough
private telegraphic notification will
winter in supplying heat
if every coal car and every locomotive to roomsevery
be made to relatives,"
which are not occupied.
Is
used
the
in
every
day
constantly
to
Pact.
Newspapers Ileld
Besides the economical operation
In order that the plan of simul- year. We cannot make more cars and the furnace, there are other
ways in
more locomotives for our home rail- which fuel
taneous pblication in the newspaper
may be raved in every
may be carried out fairly and the rel roads, because all the new rolling household.
not
Gas
should
be left
ntives of soldiers whoso names ap- - stock turned out must he sent tn
burning and electric lights should be
pear on the list may be saved annoy. Fiance for use on the big new
out when they are not needed
the war department bus the ways which are being run bv the turned
Care in the use of was and electricity
pledge of the press, associations that Yankees there. We must depend on- for cooking will release millions of
no use whatever shall be made of any! the. car supply which we already pos- tons of coal to
warmth for the
list before the. dav fixed for publi-- l sess. And every car must be travelling babies and forprovide
the aged and infirm.
cation. The papers specifically are back and forth between mine and in
Factories too. will be called upon to
required to refrain from seeking in- diistrl.il center every month In the conserve.
Kven many factories which
formation or pictures in advance of year. The transportation must go on
the publication date from relative? in the middle of Jnlv as well us in are tolerably well 30run have been wastper cent of thel,
ing from 20 to
or friends of men named.
the middle of November. ,
The "Order Your Coal Now" cam fuel because they have not been prophave not
paign has been helpful. Those wli" erly operated. Hot air pipesand leak.t
SOME MORE NEWS FOR
have heeded the caU .have ensured been encased in asbestos
coal bins for themselves lor next have been allowed to go unmended.
GERMAN CONSUMPTION full
has been permitted to escape
winter. But they have done more Steam
into th air. in spite of the fact tha.
than that. They have done their bit after
passing tlnough the engine, it
lY MORNINa JOURNAL RPI'.IAl LI.IIO W.R1"
to prevent a repetition of last winter's
when railways were storm- stii, retahts 90 per cent ot Its onginrr'
Amsterdam,
18. "Rojttili-lH'itiAug.
calamity,
heat. In many cases, power plan's
on the whole west, front
i.i bound and many families went withhave not kept track of the
being slowly restored." is thi consenout heat. By keeping trains of coal simply
amounts
of coal they were using, and
sus of expert military opinion In Sat- moving every (lay through the sumknow how much heat, power, or
urday's German newspapers and the mer, while theie is no risk of stop- do not should
for every
be obtained
view is held that inasmuch as
from snowdrifts, we shall help light
nirprso page
The enfuel consumed.
iittaVks failed to pierce the German
to fend off a congestion such us was pound of section
admliHs-tratio- n
fuel
of
the
gineering
front, the prospects of a future pierc- experienced last winter.
is bending its efforts to bring
ing nro diminishing sensibly.
There is another element In trans- about reforms
in industrial concerns
Captain von Salzmann.
in portation which may help to keep cou!
which will save between 20,000,000
the Berlin V'ossische Zeitun'r,writing
says h moving into tne inns mrougii inu mou- and 80,000,000 tons of coal this year.
sees signs In the shitting of troops rner. That is the system of highway
from the Aisno north westward of an- motor transports which will suppleAnother 10.000.000 tons can bo
of rival
other big cnumy offensive
on the ment the railroads. But that Is new saved by the consolidation
it
for any power plants. In Greater New York,
Romme. no adds that on the Aisn'. and we must not rely upon
lor example, there is a cluster of big
ait Independent army group seems ii sweeping improvements.
be in the course of formation and ofupon in power houses, which do not operate
clearly, we cannot
fers the explanation that this is din. creased production nlone to supply (is! to capacity.
They waste a largo
to American prido which objects o with fuel.
To make available the amount of coal because they do not
rerun
we
must
their estamisnmenu on a cupacny
fighting under foreign command.
needed 735,0i0,li00 tons
wen enougn
sort to the most rigorous conserva- basis. Jn peace time, it mfor
the sake
tion. Tt is useless to say that we have to permit such wastage
AN ARMY OF EXPERT
of stimulating business competition.
three trillion tons ofwecoal lying unilcr
Fuel
had better- fa1! But this is war time.
supply is
and that
ACCOUNTANTS NEEDED the earth,mine
it before we begin to so vital to the prosecution of the
to nnd
we shall have to close up some of
Tha fact Is
tnllt about conservation.
g
concerns
MORNIN
JOURNAL (PIClAL LIAtID WIRI
we cannot mine it. We must con- the superfluous
Washington. Aug. 18. Kxpert nc serve. If we do not conserve, we shall even if it works them treat temporour
ary harm.
rountnnts have become so essentia! go cold agatri. and the wheels of
to the war tax collections that the big industrial ''plants will be idle.
traction system now
The skip-sto- p
is
In use in most American cities will
simple
Household conservation
government Is considering steps to
prevent their being taken for army enough, but it is not often practised. establish another big saving. Perhaps
service and to enroll them in a big Furnace owners are accustomed to 5,000,000 tons of coal will thereby bu
volunteer reserve similar to that beine turn the furnace over to the merclvs saved for other uses. Altogether wo
established for physicians.
There are of careless and incompetent individ- will savo and are actually now saving
only about 2,500 certified public ac. uals, who do not care how much cn1t something like 80.000,000 tons of coal
countants and 5,000 junior. account- they waste or how they attend to the by readjusting the running of our business and households.
ants in the United States. Internal drafts.
But 80,000,000 tons will not be
Itevenue Commissioner Roper's proThe fuel administration will prob
enough. We must save more. There
gram for collecting $8,000,000,000 of
is
a margin of something like 13.000,.
taxes next year calls for employing
000 tons which we must ret somehow
more than 1,000 of these.
It remains to be seen whether the
At present this number la not available, particularly in view of the govingenuity and patriotism of the American people will provide this vitally
ernment rate of hay and the fact that
necessary margin.
nearly every corporation is advertisfor
accountants. This situation
ing
has been accentuated by the draft.
ROBERT J, KERR DIES

Can't
1RY

T'w'nilniiim'ii

ApiKHHng at
Corinmj.Griffitli

yri.-

in "Wl'.o

.

TimIhv with
(io:-- s

There."

rice.
Besides the above there will also
be shown a good comedy reel.
AT TIIK PASTIMK.
Hundreds of girls who are struggling for a foothold in the artistic
world, where the paths that, lead to
aro
slippery,
recognition
will follow with tens,- attention the
in
"Her
Price."
a new
developments
William Fox produc t ion, which will
be shown at the Pastime theater for
the last time today.
Virginia Pearson, heroine of the
film, declared dining its making at
one of the eastern Fox studios that
she bad never before derived so iftuch
satisfaction from a picture characterization as in the delineation of Marciu
Calhoun, the woman of laudable ambition and nn iron determination to
scale the heights, be l lie cost what
it may. How Marciu discovers that
there are more valuable things in life
than the plaudits of a public'which
but too easily forgets, how she meets
the supreme crisis of tier life when
she cannot look a man In the face
and say unto him. "1 am worthy of
volt, wno wring, me ine irinuie oi
pure love," forms one of the most
thrilling situations'in moviedom. com-edThere will also be repeated the
"Matching Billy."
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PLOT TO SPREAD
HUNPROPAGANDA

Deputy State Attorney General
Plot
Shows Up World-wid- e
of Germany Long Before
Outbreak of War,
tm

NEW GENERAL

SPAIN'S NOTE IS AN
ULTIMATUMTO .HUNS
11

AT CAPITAL

JOURtftX

.New

lOllfl WlRCI
18. Alfred

York, Aug.
Becker, de puty stale attorney genera'.
issued a. statement tonight giving du
tails of what be characterized as a
world-wid- e
propaganda plot launched
by Germany long before the outbreak
of the war.
Mr. Becker said George von Skill
of New York, who worked under Captain Fran, von I 'a pen, military attache
of the German embassy, admitted he
had been "arranged with'' as early ar
909.,
"I happened to be in Berlin in
1909 and met tho chief of the Intel
:
i:
A,.. T,.lrr,
,"'i. lB. "Vl e toM me hV had
often thought of me because, if war
broke out, they wanted to have somebody in the military attache's office
who could be in touch with the press
and who could tell them what might
be done with tho press."
Von Skill, who !h a naturalized
American, agreed to do the work as
long as America did not become involved in any war, according to Mr.
Becker.
Kvldence also has been secured, Mr
Becker declared, showing that Germany began propaganda work In Turkey at least a yca,r before war was
declared on France and Russia, rial.
Gurdji, now living in New York, but
of the Ottoman
formerly president
flu.om,v, the official news
i,.,, of the Turkish govern-- j
ment.was approached by the German
amlmssailor In onstant inople and offered 40. not) marks to exploit German!
propaganda through the agency. He
later was ottered 100,000 murks but
refused both offers.
Then, according to Mr. Becker, he
was summoned before the chief of police and ordered to close his agency
which was taken over by German
Gurdji fled for his life and
agents.
it took all the skill of neutral diplomats to nave the lives of his family.
In America, Mr. Becker said, the
propaganda work was actually started
as soon as Dr. Bernhard Dornberg arhe has
rive) here. Mr. BeckerInsaid
1 9 1 " from
traced $40,000 as paid
the Joint accounts of Dr. Heinrich F.
Albert, former financial attache of the
German embassy and former Ambassador von Bernstorff, to various alleged propagandists.

RV MORNINQ
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Paris. Aug.
Spanish note
to Germany relative to the
sinking of
Hpanish vessels by submarines constitutes an ultimatum, since the Spanish
Kovernment announces that a German vessel interned In any Spanish
port will be seized for every Swlsh
ship torpedoed, according to a Havns
tPspateh from Madrid quoting the A.
B. C. of San Sebastian. This information was given the A. B..( by "a
JiiKh political personage."
In commenting "on the situation the
A. R. C. says:
"We regard it a very natural duty
for the government to protest energetically concerning every case of torpedoing our merchant fleet, and if
Germany does not give the satisfaction
due, we should reach the' position
Svhioh the country's honor calls for."
18-T-
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CAMPAIGN FOR 'Y' WAR
WORK FUNDS STARTS IN
NEW-V

J.

'"1

:

American occupation of
th port. Because of his knowledge of
the country he' was appointed civil
governor by Rear Admiral Fletcher,
but .was relieved" a few days later by
irenerat Funston, who inauugurateii
a regime of military government.
Recently Mr. Kerr has devoted his
attention to the Red Cross drive and
his death- is believed to have been
caused partly by overwork. The body
will be cremated in Mexico city.
fi--

General. Badfopld

t

Colonel Cyrtis Radford 0 the
S.
marines, has jilst, been promoted to
the rank of brigadier general. He was
head of the depot of supplies at Philadelphia before the war.

join the

Two-b- it

cluo.

j
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Santa Fe, Aug. 18. Local committees received word today that the great
drive for Y. M. C. A and Y. W. C. A.
funds will be made during the week
liegining N6vember 11. The war camp
community service and the American
Library association funds are to be included, so that the total to be raised
will lye 133,0O0,000 of which
$100,-000.0-

is to bo for the Y. M. C. A..
$15,0011,000 for the Y. W. C. A., and

MT ATTEMPT

TO SAVE

US.'SAY

NEW IWSURAAICE

evenings to accommodate the men.
The Camp Funston insurance offica
maintains a branch office at the base
hospiisl at Fort Riley, which la under
the supervision
of Chaplain G.
Charles Gray. Every opportunity Is af.
toriled men sick in tho hospital to
lake out policies immediately upon
arrival and many applications have
. bi en made out by men ill on their
beds.

SYSTEM OPERATES',

Pfin

II

fak.

-

am

LARGE CLASS TO TAKE
IRt MORNINtt JOURNAL IPKl.I

ir3IO Wll.!
''amp Funston, Kans.. Aug. is. A
system by which every soldier' In
Camp Funston, shorty after arrival
is presented with
to
secure government un'opportunity
Insurance, make
nn allotment of his pay
and npplv for
government allowance for his dependents, ia in no- - ration
"i nns
a sueresrtil start
"""
having been In operation since Jnlv
15 and so
complete lias the Insuranea
canvass been that for the men who
have reported for duty here since that
date the insurance policies average
$9,S10. The average before the new
system went into effect was $8.Ko.
The maximum amount a soldier cap
take out is $10,000.
At the time this Information was

SCOTTISH RITE WORK
AT CAPITAL THIS WEEK

AL

hi-i--

gathered, the total amount

nn ,,.,

of Insur-

IBP ICIAL CORRtR,

.JNORNCR

TO

ttoRNIRt JOURNAL,

Santa Fe, Aug. Is. Special Pullman
curs from Fort Bayard and other
points brotight to Santa Ke Sunday
afternoon tho candidates for the Masonic degrees to be conferred during
the three days' Scottish Rile Masoniu
reunion Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Many of the notillates will be
from tho army.
In addition to 125 new candidatea
there are some 135 holdovers, so that
the class will be one of the largest In
the history of th Borders In New Mexico.

Already the service flag nt tho Scottish Rite cathedral has 27S, service
stars upon it, and that out of a total
membership of less than 1,200, half
of these beyond tho age limit for

ance applied for bv men at Camp
Funston was
4.8, AQ0, the total
number of applicants, being fi!,804.
to
a recent announcement
According
PARACHUTE FAILED TO
by Secretary McAdoo, on July 'JO there
was more than twenty-fiv- e
billion dolOPEN; HES DEAD NOW
ls
applied for by soldiers, more than
2,954,009,000 applications having been
IHV MORNINC1 JOURNAL RRICIAL LCARCO
filed. The national average, including
WIRC)
Bos Angeles, Calif., Aug. IS.
both" army and navy is about $s,r,00.
Ills,
i,
Within twenty-fou- r
to thirty-siparachute falling to open, Ixon
hours after n man arrives In camp,
sgo 2B. formerly connected whh
e
Mllit-.irthe
Socletie Pi.1vlechnlo.ue
he is assigned to his company In the
of
Paris, was killed at Venice, B beach
depot brigade; the men are assembled
resort near here late today, when he
and marched by companies to tho in
surano.e building, where they are turnstepped from an airplane nt an altied over to the insurnnce officer, who tude of 2,000 feet,
in turn takes them to the big central
"V" auditorium. A full explanation of
the various phases of the operation ol
tie Insurance is made. A majority of
the Icctlres are made by Sergua-Parke M. Banta, who, before he
lhe nrmy, was nn attorney practicing in Washington county, Mo.
After this explanation, the men repair to the "preparatory room" ot the
"For five years my husband BufTererl
Insurance office, where a battery of with bis stomach. Toe medicine he took
in
thirty typists prepare
Telfof for a while, nothing
duplicate the
insurance nn dallotment forms. Papers only gave
cured, writes Mrs.
in hand, the soldier next passes Into
Sarah Baker of
and
the "Inspection"
"signature"
Mo. "Our
rooms whew four expert Inspectors
merchant bonght
chock over and verify the matter writiome of Chambeten on the policy. Then he signs nil
rlain's medicines
statements with still another clerk oflast fall and also reficiating.
ceived some free trial
Having passed through this ordeal
samples of Chamber
successfully, he next encounters the
lain s Stomach and
final inspector, who makes sure tho
inb Is done properly before the sol' Liver Tablets He
A.
dier leaves.
gave us some of them
Thin completes the fob as far (is the
nd I wanted my
recruit is concerned. Hut the. grist has
to try them. He
I
M
inas
the
as
far
only got a fair start
said it would do do
surance bureau is concerned. All tho
'
good. His stomach
i
Information nnd records written on
.. t
had been troubling
the policy are placed on army records
him worse than
files. Oe copy is set to the bureau of
'
:
; At last on F.i iiv I
war risk Isiirance In Washington, and
i
V
told Hiit ri h; v , ,.M
j
tho other becomes an asset of the
r' I tii'ti i.v- ?i h't-company commander, who files thorn
J
i" ''""v.i
vrB'jloii;'.;
In the man's service record and there!
liv. .
nvi
fore follow him through all his
would take the
y '.1 h i ' url was
journeys and are ever on hand for he
T'
like
another
were
man,
reference.
gone,
no more trouble
A soldier can change his beneficiary
his stomach, ami
whenever he wants to, or ran discon- the best part is that the trouble has not
tinue the policy at any time. The returned, r I cannot praise Chamb-Iain'- s
insurance office Is kept open certain
Tablets too hightV."
,

$!.
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POLISH SOLDIERS!
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Washington,
Aug. IX. Held for
Austrian courts martial, which probably will sentences them to death,
" 5 Polish soldiers who led an
armed
revolt in the Austrian army in February have issued appeals to the
Polish people throughout the world,
asking them not to compromise the
freedom of Poland with the idea of
of their
securing any alleviation
prospective sentences, according to
dispatches received here today by
th Associated Polish Press.
The officers and men are a part
of the Polish Carpathian Iron Brigade which marched from Bukowina
into Kc ssarabia under the command
of General Hallcr. Part of the force
was captured by the Germans but
the larger portion Is said to have
been conscdidated with the Czechoslovak army.
"The fear that torments us," the
text of the appeal says, "is that tho
real Polish strength, so vital to the
success of our holy cause, may lie
lessened by the attempts of our political representatives, in the Austrian
parliament to secure for us relief
or to avert the fate that awaits us.
"It Is therefore, in our mime and
that of our soldiers that we plead
ardently with the Polish nation which
has surrounded us With such moral
comfort, to take full cognizance of
our words and to desist from using
any ItilUience in our caso upon the
Polish parliamentary club in Austria.
If they make any altempt to secure
concessions for us, it will be contrary to our wishes, for we know-thasuch concessions can only be
had by pledges, compromises' and
eommilments which will make to the
detriment of the Polish nation and
the lessening of the strength
batile for Polish freedom and
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pATTERNS to be

used for the new
materials make delightful gowns that
the woman who
lives on her war
income cannot resist, but can afford.
All the McCall designs are new and
distinctive.

t

e

llanselman Appointed.
1 8.
Announcement
was made here tonight that Very Rev.
F.
Ilanselman. S. J., preslden-o- f
Joseph
the College of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus at Woodstock, has been named
American assistant
genera! of th.i
Jesuit oriler to succeed the Vcrv Rpv.
Thomas J. Ganner, who died last Jan- Xew York, Aug.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

McGALL

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
tn treating catarrh, inflammation or
'
tivities.
ulceration of nose, throat, snd that
In New Mexico, county quotas arc tc paused by feminine ills it has no equal.
as"the
to
apportioned according
For ten years the Lydli E, Pinkham
sessed valuation of each county.
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
Vlchi Marshal Halg l)oorrated.
li their private correspondence with
Paris. Aug. 18. Field Marshal Sir women, which proves its superiority.
was
decorated
PremDouglas Haig
by
Women who have been cured saj
ier Clemcnceau with the French mil- it Is "worth its
weight in gold." At
in ths
itary medal ct headquarters
field tndnv. The award wno mo .in nn druggists. 60c. large box, or by mall
the reconimcndutlQa of Marshal Focli. Tha Futon Telle. Co., Boston, Mass

the remainder for the other two

irt ttif M'tn tm the 'i

nary.

EXICO ON NOV. 11
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ure ruins ordinary varnisheu.
For Sale by ,1. C. Baldridge Lbr. Co,
Albuipieniue, N. M.
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OF MEXICO

Kerr of Chicago for three days civil
governor of Vera Cruz during the
American occupation of that port In
1914. riled today in Mexico City following an attack of typhoid fever, according to word received here tonight'
For the last sixteen years, Mr. Ken
spent much of his time In Mexico and
to be in Vera Cruz at the
happened
-- .

j
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from the village and from
joining ridge.

BARED BY BECKER

rail-anc-

CRY

tiations.
The prisoners Want the war to
end quickly, even if peace should
have to be a "patched up one."
N'one of them say Germany can win,
but bclievA she can not be beaten.
They admit the submarine offensive
since the early spring has been a
failure and say the tide definitely
turned against the Germans when
they retreated toward the Aisno.
German deserters who Came over
to the British lines say that Just
they left their line volunteer;
to go on n raid for the purpose of
were called
obtaining identifications
I hey were offered lnO marks,
lor.
fourteen days' leave and iron crosses,
but not a man volunteered.
from other sources it is learned
that An order has gone the rounds In
the rear of the German lines that
ration issues, concerts and roll calls
must not be held in the open when
tho visibility Is good, because of the
activities of the allied airplanes.
The Germans have now provided
gas masks for their message curry-

sped

(Mi)

harassing apparently Is serving further the already low German morale.
Prisoners say a decision can not
be won on tho battle Held, but that
peace must be arrived at by nego-

Itritlsh Oust Saxons.
lleadminrters in France,
Aug. IS. The British this
kattacked the Fourth Saxon morning
division
holding Outtersteen, and expelled it

js

wit,-tha- t

dur-

British

'""l'tion

-

patrols,

ing dogs.

I

100-no-

by

ing" the course of which the British
lines on the Somme front ore continually being pressed forward slightThere
ly day
by clay, continues.
have been no counter attacks against
the new British positions for three
dans.
..In addition to continued Intensive
bombing and shelling of vital point!
within the enemy lines, the British
have begun throwing gas projectiles
A considerable
In various places.
number were thrown Into Bray this
morning in the hope of getting at
Germans hiding in cellars and dug
outs from the avalanche of shells
which now and then fall there. This

strong cast headed I" llarrv Mercy.
Corinne. Griffith is his chief support
and. other Vitagraiih favorites seen
are Arthur Donaldson an. Mary Mau-

Oar-fiel-

,,.

I

-

Fighting

Cosmolac is proof against sun, rain,
snow, cold, alcohol, alkali, soap,
wnshinp powder, ate. Applied as
ordinary varnish it dries hard overnight to a full, even and permanent
lustre.
Cosmolac is not "just another varnish." It is a new covering (or wood
that will meet tests that no other
varnish made could survive.

beautifies and preserves any surface requiring varnish. It 13 tho
best finish for furniture, bathrooms, wainscoting, (loom, doors,
in
canoes, yachts, sieanibnais
nil place:!, hut
e
ally
where expos-
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Be Beaten,

With the British Army In France
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, August
Former Senator's '
ST. LOUIS WINS
FIRST SUPER STAR JOINS SERVICE
Daughter Will
Be War Nurse
WHEN COLLINS DONS MARINE TOGS

FOUR

iw is

i

BEAT ST. LOUIS

Fortune
Fills Bases, Four
Runs Are Scored and Cards
Take Second Game After

Schultc's Single With Bases
in Third Inning Gives
Washington Its Two Runs;
Filled

Winning

Score Is Two to One,
JOURNAL SPECIAL

BY MORNING
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The I'ii.st of the baseliall superstars'
0
e
lias joiiir,! tin- Fniteil Stab s servk-e... 44 (I
o
or' to I m mom
vrcct. will join!
(hanks, 2b
u iihin a w l(.
4
l.avaii.
of second
fl,
iMdi,. I'oUiiis,
4
Ainsmith, e
n
01 lasemen,
will soon wear a marine,
4
.
Chaw, p . . .
and be in training for over-- 1
'j uiiifurm
reus duly.
2 Id 27
J
.32
Totals
There's been a lot of criticism about
x Batted for l.iPfield in pishth.
jobs,
ctm ion 110(1- - 11 ball i.layei-seeking bomb-proo- f
St I.miis
002 000 0x 2 Vint this can liardlv be said about a
WoshinKton
'
e
hits Hisler. man who voluntarily ajoins the teufelof
Sunimnry:
who have
reputation
Foster, Shaw. Stolen base !i, Ainsmith. hunds," being
in tlm middle of it when
Washing- always
Loft on buses St. Louis
.o be done.
work
Liefield
there's dangerous
ton 12. Bases on balls Off
Collins is one of the most remarka1, Shaw 4. Innings pitched
8, Iloui-Ho
By Iifield ble of present dav ball players.
Leifield 7. Hit by pitcher
been railed the smartest playei
(Jiidfte, Milan). Struck out By Lei- has
in baseball, and be is undoubtedly one
field 2, by Shaw 6.
of the most fearless.
Kddie broke in with the Athlctlcf
CHICAGO INCREASES
back in liioii under tin- noni dp guerre
Columbia
LEAD IN NATIONALS of Sullivan. Frish from
.
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Two-bas-

where he had been a star. MI'UO a
assured of a berth to rill live shoes of,
Ihe slipping .Monte Cress. For two
the inyears he was shifted (Urolith
field with the exception of first base,
landing finally at second, where ho
continued for bis baseball career.
When Connie Ma 'k broke, up his famous Athletics Collins was sold to
,
hii'ai;.! for s.'il' M'0, receiving $10.0no
bonus himself ami a contract calling
for $1,0(0 a year for thr:e years.
Collins is said to be the wealthiest
baseball player, - i'.aseball alone has
peid him alino;- S2'.000. ofthewhich
five
about. $25,00(1 came from
world series He has participated in.
Tnfh,nw tin. most remarkable ex
was his
ploit of Collins' entire career
footrace with Meinie Zimmerman in
Sox
game of the.
the final
which proved the
1317 world seri-turning point in llm game and gave
the White Sox the championship.
(liant-Whit-
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s. Chicago InNew Turk, Aug.
creased its league over New York in
the National league to eight games last
week, while in the American league
Boston retained its load of three games
oer Cleveland.
The New York (Hants, who lost
three straight games, each by one run.
to Cincinnati, will have to meet
and Chicago this week. The
who defeated
Boston
Americans,
Cleveland Saturday in the first game
of a critical series, will have as their
opponents St. Louis, which is playing
excellent ball, while Cleveland and
Washington will earh try to put the
other out of the race
1

I'itts-bnrg-

'
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Fiinston, Kans., Aug.
scenes have been witnessed during a week's revival services
here ill the big Y. M. C. A. huts. Every night the soldiers packed the auditorium and the overflow rrowd of
hundreds clung about tho doorways,
pager to hear the message of many
Kansas and
prominent preachers fromcame
here to
neighboring states who
service?.
participate in the evangelical
Nearly three thousand men took a
definite stand for Christianity.
The preaching was not the kind
that often is heard at revival services
but the preachers evidently suited
their subjects and their words especially to the audience they expected
to meet there nil men in khaki. The
series of meetings was held under
tho supervision of Tir. T. H. Campbell, of Columbus, la., the retiring
religious director, and had the backing of the Y. M. C. A.
The. religious campaign will lake
a new course next week when a drive
to enlist 5,000 men In the Bible classes
will be made. A number of special
come to help launch
speakers will next
t lie campaign
Sunday. They will
Plant the seed, so to speak, and wil.
leave it to the chaplains in camp
Van 'he harvest. The chapliins ai
j,, hivA nrcanized to make de
Viblo clam undertaking a success. In
Ihey have the
this work of course, M.
C. A. forces
of the Y.
throughout the camp.
Camp

When you put coal In your cellar
sure Unit it is hot conl. The fathe Krentcsl
mous Siienritc
number of Ileal nulls. Kupulte costs
al.
no more than Inferior
COMPANY.
1.1MB1K
Phono 333.
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Anderson, rf
lietzel, ;;b .
b

I'aulette,

Hornsby, ss
Fisher, 2b
McHonry, If
lieatheote, cf
lirock, c .
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Albuquerque Team Retains Its
Hold

Championship
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ganization,
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Paris, Aug. IS The official statement of the, war office today follows:
"'ri,..-artillery activity which
was somewhat spirited between the
oisn and the Aisnn and oil the Avre
front during the night.
Two German surprise attacks in tno
Champagne, one east inor
the region
and the other
of Muison de Champagne, failed comtook
prisoners.
pletely. The French
The text of the statement says:
very
continued
fighting!
"Artillery
.n.i UU.'.-rj.ip nit ho iiav. ' esoeci'ioy "
SpillLUO
Matz
Bur
and;
the region of Canny.
or
P.eauvraignes. Local actions south
more
to
take
us
enabled
the Avre
than 400 prisoners.
encliiM
IBht
"Aviation. Aug.
been downed or put
airplanes have and
three captive
out of action
set afire. Our bombing S machines
dropped
in the night of August 17-- 1
seven tons of explosives on the railroad
ami
stationcs of Hazancourt
"'b';
on Auigust
"lt is confirmed mat
downed
Second Lieutenant Bo.vau
his thirtieth enemy plane."
.

1

'

a few points on account of our concentrated fire. Where they did develop
they were repulsed."
between
On both sides of Royc,
Beuvraignes and Lassigny, the enemy
to
the
attack,
many times advanced
but collapsed before our lines.
engagements
forefield
were
"There
southwest of Noyon.
"North of the Aisne there was violent firing, followed by partial thrusts
am!
by the French between Namyscl
enNouvroii. North of Autreches theforeemy obtained lodgment in our
rewas
he
most lines. Elsewhere
and in
pulsed as a result of our fire
counter attfteks.
"On the Vcsle we were successful
engagements between
in infantry
Praisne and Fismes. There was liveWo
ly nocturnal artillery activity.
made a successful advance Into enemy
trenches near Blamont.
"in the Vosges our advanced posts
rewhich had pushed forward In this
yielded to an
gion as far as Frapelle,
wit!'
enemy local thrust in accordance
instructions of 'the command,
'

Gas Musks on 1'igeoiw.
are
London, Aug. 18. The Germans
messenger
using sas masks on theirto the Dailv
pigeons, sava a dispatch
Mail from the British front In Franc
The correspondent also reports thut
German airmen are using parachute
to escape from damaged airplanes.

bai-h,o-

0

and
Fortune
Battened: Watson,
Adams. Divine; Meadows and Brock.
Brooklyn
( Ini iiinati
8.
Cincinnati
Aug.
Cincinnati,
won two fast and well played games
and
.Both
Lu'iue
from Brooklyn today.
Eller pitched fine ball, and received
excellent support. Cooliibs was bit
hard in the first game, while a wild
pitch be Luuue in the third inning
gave Brooklyn its only run. Scores,
first game:
Brooklyn.

hitting.

X

Faint,

.

.

W.
72

L.

3!)

.

1

unusual in normal periods. In several
sections various intercollegiate sport
associations have planned to rescind
Ihe rule which has heretofore barred
the 'varsity
freshmen players from
elevens and the first year student-wi- ll
be eligible to "make" the hPr
team providing they have the abiliU'
over their senior
to win positions
Coaches are also going
classmates.
r
times
to be scarcer than in
and many a school and college team
mentor when the
will miss
time arrives to don playing uniforms
ban against the
of
the
removal
The
use of freshmen on the 'varsity teams
has been decided to he necessary in a
number of the Institutions owing to
the greatly depleted ranks of the upwhich
per classes.' The conditions
e
made this rule essential to the
of the high standard of the
sport no longer prevail and are not
likely to return for some years after
the war. So far as the phvstca.l cf-foils of a freshman ulnying on the
is
varsity eleven is concerned it
thought that with shorter schedules
to
proper
and greater attention paid
training personal danger of Injuries
Furwill bo reduced to a minimum.
thermore, only those freshmen especi
ially adapted physically and in
knowledge are likely to be
the majority of the
first year material for the formation
of the usual freshmen teams.
The problem of securing cHicief
coaches and trainers is a far more
serious one. The increasing demand
for men for the srrvice and those al-C.
lied branched, such as the Y. M.
A.. K. of C, and similar divisions if
war work, has made heavy inroad!,
upon the available forces from which
these necessary adjuncts to football
Scores of prominent
are recruited.
coaches and trainers are already overseas wearing Tnited States uniform';
or those of tiie organizations main- betaining rest and assistance stations
pre-wa-

main-tainenc-

foot-Ibal-

OIIr. Glass, MaMhold

and Building Taper.
LUMBER
BALDRIDGE
COMPANY

ITALIAN

1

DUKE CITY

01

Football play
New York, Aug.
while sustained by a majority of the
colleges of the country this autumn,
will be staged tinder conditions
ant.

LUMBERRooftM

J. c.

.

IS.
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Amsterdam, Aug. IS. The Cologne
Gazette prints a telegram sent by the
direction of the emperor to thp burgomaster of Frankfort,, stating that the
emperor "deeply sympathizes in the
misfortune which has befallen tho
open town of Frankfort as the result
of an enemy attack which was con-Ir- a
ry to the international law ad
claimed many victims."
that tb;
requests
The telegram
victims
burgomaster convey to the
relatives the "sympathy of the

17.-E-

The Albucuer(iue Sluggers yesterday added a point to their claim for
the state championship when they
defeated the strong Helen team by a
score of 11 to 7. The game was somewhat loose and was featured by heavy

8--

ret.
,94

on

Win From

0

7
6

1
5

MADE BY ALLIES

isi

hits Sherdell.
Three-bas- e
McHenry, Betsscl
hits
Cravath.
Stolen liases Stock (2);
Sacrifice
hits Luderus, Anderson,
Uouble
lletssel.
flics
Fisher. Sacrifice
plays Hornsby and I'aiiletle. Buses
on balls Off Hogg 2; Sberdell 4.
Struck out Hogg 2; Sherdell 1.
It. H. L.
Second game:
.

B

(I

Two-bas- e

Summary:

W.RR1

FRENCH

II

BY SLUGGERS

o

,.211000
.

'
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London, .A 115. IS.- - The text of the
official statement issued at the wa'
office todav reads:
"Our troops improved their positions slightly to the south of Hoc
a hosrpioy vesterdav and drove off
tile raiding party in this neighbor
hood.
The text of the communication follows:
"A successful local oneraUon was
carried out today by British troops
on a front of more than four mile-between Vietix Berquin and Bailleul.
With Blisht loss to our arms our line
"ii this front has been advanced to u
yards.
depth of from 1.000 to 2.000 anu
sev"The villa SO 01 Ouucrstecu
eral defended farms and houses have
been captured and more than 4.00
prisoners have been taken.
our
"Progress has been made by and
troops also southwest. Of Merville
between Chilly and Fransart. A few
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Expected That More Than Fif- -.
teen Carloads of Vegetables
Tomatoes Will Be
and
Shipped This Season,
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Santa 1'V, Aug. IT. At the mass
meeting hold at the plaza Friday even-P.
ing arranged by Santa Fe lodge R.
O. K., with Peter A. M. I.icnau, exalted
ruler presiding, the following; resolutions were drafted by a committee consisting of Col. George W.W. Pricahrd,
Paul Hall and Oeorgc
Armijo and
unanimously adopted after fervent,
patriotic addressesW. by10. Thomas H. Catron, (lovernor
Lindsey, Col.
George W. I'rirhard and Secretary of
Lueero:
Antonio
State
"Whereas, the North American Re-

III

11

view, a magazine published in New
York City, in August, 11118 number,
contains an article purporting to he
from the pen of one, Henry Wray, of
Kansas Oily, Mq., which is full of libelous and dcfainajlory matter concerning;
the state of New Mexico and Its people,

I

U

'"TCi'xV

'

i

i

.klrft

and
"Whereas, among other libelous
!
ms
matters contained in said article, It is
l
,
falsely chained that the people of this
state are disloyal lo the government
of the I'nited States, and are looking
forward to the day when the state will
take i place as a state of the republic;
or Mexico; that a state of treason exists in 'his part of the country, that
s? and Queen Mary of F.nglsni! were fed on real
the people of the state are so ignorant Yankee After Kins
pancakes at the vigle Hut of the Y. If. C. A. in London, they re
that school teachers are so ignorant viewed some
of the soldiers and workers who spend thtir time in the hut.
that school teachers arc unable to read The
king had one of the bedt incurs he ever ate.
and write the Knglish language; that
all school teachers are compelled by
the state to be examined in Spanish
SPRINGER DENOUNCES
before they are allowed to teach, that
the legislature, that the courts, state
OF
INFAMOUS ARTICLE IN
and federal, are conducted in the
Spanish language; that the organizaAUGUST N. A. REVIEW
tion of Penitentes control the administration of Justice and 'the courts obey
1heir mandates and that mi peintente
CHILD WELFARE
(CIAL COBWirONDtNCI TO MOMN NO JOUKNAUI
Is ever convicted in court no matter
Santa
Auk.
is.
Chairman
what the evidence is'; that the legislaCharles Springer of the stuty council
ture has passed a law against any proof defense has sent the following teltest relating to penitente control; that
egrams to the editor of the North
'the deserts are dotted with crosses at
IS DWELT UPON American
Review: "The letter signed
which human crucifixions are annually
'Henry Wray' in your August issue Is
made despite the efforts of the gova jumble of vicious ami malignant lies
ernment to prevent them' ;and
about the state of New .Mexico and its
"Whereas, said article also wilfully
people, so utterly without foundation
and falsely charges that 'American?
wno learn too mucn and iiecnme ion State Educators in Session at or reason athat It could only bo the
product of disordered mind. In three
talkative, are found on the highways
we have furnished more VoluSanta Fe Stress the Import- wars
their hearts decorated with neat pernteers for the United States army and
forations, and that no one can talk
to population than
in
ance of Paying Closer At- navy otherproportion
ugainst the conditions of New Mexico
state In the Union. The loyany
und live'; and
tention to Children,
alty and patriotism of our citizens of
"Whereas, sud article contains othSpanish ancestry thousands of their
er lies about the people of New Mexsons and brothers fighting tinder, the
ico too numerous to mention in these
ttars and Stripes in I'rance, has nevwritTO
MOPNINO
CORRtSrONDTNCf
were
JOURNAUt
of
which
(.CIAL
all
resolutions,
been questioned. The New Mexico
ten with a malicious purpose to injure
.Santa Fe. August 18. It was al- er
council of defense expects at your
most midnight when the state-wid- e
the people of this state;
for
hands full retraction and
"Therefore, he it resolved that the educational conference adjourned ut- this slander and libel uponapology
the people
people of the city of Santa Fe, in the ter adopting an additional set of resofull
are
their
who
this
of
doing
capital of said state, called, together lutions. The evening session was to share instate,
every wsy for the Miccessl'ul
in open mass meeting under the aus- a large extent devoted to child welof
tho
war,"
present
prosecution
pices of Santa Fe Lodge No. 460. of fare, the lead In the discussions being
a mass
Mr. Springer addressed
the Benevolent and Protective Order taken by Dr. Edgar L. llewett of tho
denunciation
of tho
in
Friday
of Klks, for themselves, and the peo- School of American Research.
He meeting
article.
Review
American
ple of said state, publicly denounce stressed the value of regular yearly North
the Ilea published in said article, and systematic mental and physical tests
(is evidence of the falsity thereof,, we for all children under six years of SOCORRO COUNTY BUYS
point to the following historical facts age. These tests bring to the attenabout our state:
tion of the child's parents the defects
$295,684 WAR STAMPS
which are remediable. The records
During the civil war,
"Loyalty
furnished a larger proportion would show whether the child is deMagdalena, N. M., Aug. IS. Socor-rof soldiers to the union army than veloping normally and they eliminate
county has gone over the top in
any other state in tho union. In the the mentally deficient and suhnor the War Savings drive, $2!Ui.tiH4 havmen
we
se
over
mal from the regular classes and
have
15,000
present war
More than 5,00
been pledged.
who have Joined the army and the cure for them special attention. He ing
people signed the pledges, and one out
navy of the I'nited States, many ofisiiid that the examinations for mili- - of
owns War
every three persons
whotn are now on the battle line initary service have shown 34 per cent
lcada
Magdalena
stamps.
France. That there is in tbjs state a of America's young men to he unf Savings
followed
$102,0110,
by Socorro
smaller per cent of disloyalty to the physically. Statistics show that tho with
Marcial
$31,505.
San
with
$34,055,
general government than in any oth- United States loses 300,090 babies a
and Tokay
er state in the union, due to the fact year from preventable causes, a mor- Carthage, San Antonio
Mogollon $20,000,
$2.".!iio,
that there are only a few foreignerss tality list that would be sensational district,
r.
S
0.
Reports are also
in the state, and it is a rare thing to even on the bloodiest battlefield of Reserve $ 6.
districts of
in the state and the great war.
find a
To save the lives of given froml.a the outlying
Joya, Aragon, Kelly.
else except
these children is war work of the most Qneuiado,
Alma and Glenwood. Dunn, Puer-ticlt- o
tremendous consequence for it is from
and Hurly, Water Canyon. Salt
"Schools Our school system ranks the reservoir of human lives that the Iake andvRosedalo,
all of which disamong tho best, and the teachers in fighting and tho constructive forces tricts responded liberally to the call.
our public schools are selected for of the future must come. Supt. ,i.
their work after thorough examination H. Wagner, Dr. 11. K. McBrtde ami
Magdalena, N. M., Aug. 1. A large
and training, and with reference to other speakers followed along the amount
of rainfall in the Magdalena
no language except the language or same line, Dr. Frank H. II. Kohcrts
district has ma.de the outlook for
languages taught In the common speaking for Mrs. Max Nordhaus in stockmen very promising. Fine grass
schools of the United States.
charge of the child welfare work in now covers the range and the sheen
The Legislature and the Courts
the state.
arc In a thriving condition.
C. I. Williams predicted tho fed- and cuttle
The proceedings of our legislature and
the courts of this state are conducted eralization of the public schools within the Knglish language. Many of the in ten years, and Dean Carroon
as; Garden Service
members of the legislature and judges well as Supt. Wagner, emphasized the
of tho courts know no Spanish, In necessity of nationalization. Dr. A.
Flag Is Proof of
some of the courts a court Interpreter D. Crilo spoke of adapting schools and
testiis required where the witnesses
Her Patriotism
state institutions to the need of the
fy In Spanish, or an occasional Juror hour and County Superintendent Atan-asidoes not understand Knglish. The tesmedical
inspecMoutoya urged
,
I
Cr
timony of witnesses is frequently in tion, school nurses, better appropria
terpreted In the various courts of the
tions and better salaries for the rural
or
united Htates; Missouri, the home
war noeds. Supt.
schools as
the writer of the article referred to, n.ituff Ui.koprime
nt the. successful cum.
and New York, the home of the
jn the Philippines in reducing
to tne
d mortality,
""""
and
.:Ch
tho rule. The Judges of our courts arc human values in schoolpointed
work. Chair
learned men in the law and are influ- man Charles Springer of the State
enced in their judicial acts and deci- Council of Defense dwelt upon tho
sions only by the law and the facts,
1
A
need of maintaining tho home fires,
of the position, the prestige of
Miildlng up ideals at home while
othof
Influence
or
and the
litigants
In France are fighting for
men
the
:
ers, and that it is an insult to these those Ideals Assistant Sunt. John C.
J
i
Judges and the whole Judicial system of Conway expressed the hope that the
this state to assert anything to the meeting would result In the ideas excountrary.
pressed being taken into every
"Safety of Persons and Property.
There is not another state In the union
Charles L, Burt of the committee
n
where life and property are more
resolutions reported the resolutions
B
K
I
cui until in
muAiuu; m.i is
which wero adnnted and wh ch de
'
a state where there is a greater indul clared for
i
as a national
prohibition
and
of
social
gence
political, religious
war measure; denounced the libelous
opinions than here, or whore such article in the North American
Reopinions are more freely expressed. view; asked
War Garden
Governor Lindsey to
This appliest to the organization designate by
"Decision
a
proclamation
known as the Penitentes, as well as to Day," on Ayhich
should
pledge
pupils
all other organizations whether of a themselves to attend
high school an.l
political or religious character. The college favored a state department
rcnltente organization referred to in of health with full time and paid ofthe article here condemned is relig ficers; favored a national department
ious in its purposes with which ineif haith fho
,.hl
great mass of the citizens of New
mnr riPfin,t
toaf.hirin.
ico are concerned one way or another.
patriotism, that the maximum teach
"Re It further resolved that we call ers' salary law be repealed, favored
utmn Mr. feorirA Hnrvev tbe editor the
of school superintenk.MWllbv'-'f- i
of said magazine, to retract In said dents, state and county Indefinitely
magazine the libelous and scurrilou and a definite badge for those en1
II in
imniMiii,
matter contained in said artile ,and gaged In war work including teachers
we call upon the state and federal auThe Btate board of education dethorities of this state to investigate ferred the matter of certification to
tho matters set forth in said article its October meeting and devoted itwith the view of securing indictments, self almost entirely in discussion "land
This is
jane Starr, of Los
and taking other steps against tho au- disposal of matters raised by the nathor and publisher thereof."
tional bureau of education and nation-- ' Angeles, Calif., hanging the war garden
service flag awarded her by the
al demands for war work and adNational War Garden commission "for
July Auto Licenses.
justments.
her war gardening effort. Miss Stan-waSanta Fe, Aug. 18. Although July
the first Californian to win the
Xcw Mounted Policemen.
is an off month for the collection of
service flag prize from the commisautomobile licenses, the prosperity of
Santa Fe, Aug. 18.- Governor W. sion.
New Mexico is so great that enough E. Lindsey has added the following
Miss Starr now flies several flags
new automobiles were purchased to to the commissioned mounted police as
proof positive of her patriotism.
bring in almost J 3.000 In license fees,. of the state: dame Warden Theodore There's
the Stars and Stripes; her
Grant county leading with $287.
Rousault, H. S. Record of Monument:
brother's in the army and a star is in
A.' L. Thomas, R. I. Kirchman, A. P. the star service flag; Miss Starr is a
Tell it through the classified Davis, Lyman Garrett, Will Gordon. star Red Cross, liberty Loan and
Butch Smith, Oscar- Allen, all t of Thrift Stamp worker and .has service
columns of The Journal. Re- Grant
county, and v. It. Throp of signs of each in her windows. The
sults are quick and certain. Santa, Fe
garden tlug is the Idlest aaafUo.
CQU3tyw
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Artesia, N. M.. Aug. Is.- - The Pecos
Valley Farm Products company has
completed its new canning plant at
this place and Is now ready for business. The structure is 2: by 14 0 feet,
With an additional scalding room'
twenty feet square. The floors are cement, the machinery modern, while
convenience and sanitation are the
dominant features of its construction.
The daily capacity of the plant is
liO.OdO cans, though
the equipment
provides for an increase in capacity
if necessary. This plant and the plant
at I.akewood are about rcnm) in capacity and are the largest tun canneries in this valley. The president of the
corporation is S. G. Humphries, proNorte, Kl
prietor of Hotel Paso del
l'aso; the vice president K. S, Wallace
of Dayton and the secretary, treasurer
and manager K. U Humphries of Artesia.
Tomatoes Chief Crop.
The principal crop to be canned by
the Artesia plant will be tomatoes.
Next In order will come sweet potatoes, then apples and pears and asparagus. There have been years when
peaches in this vicinity were so numerous they could not be given away,
and were fed to hogs. And asparagus
grows "wild"- in the gardens, up
through the hedges and by the roadside. These and other things will be
purchased by the canning company
if they are offered in sufficient quantities.
The company contracted at the beginning of iho seuson for an aggregate
of 287 acres of tomatoes. The goal
was set ut r00 acres, but tomato raising on a large scale was new to many
of the farmers who preferred to watch
events the first year before underhas
taking it. The canningon company
Its own land
2.1 acres of tomatoes
near Dayton and the picking will begin about September I. Owing to tht?
the
dry weather early in the season
blossoms refused to "set," most of
in
shower
A
light
them dropping off.
will
July brought relief an dtbe crop
be up to the average, though a week
or more late. The plant will begin
operation from the first to the seventh
of September ann", according to tho
management, the season's product will
slightly exceed fifteen car loads.
Fine Quality Fruit.
The superior quality of the tomatoes
raised In this valley is well understood
and recognized. The meat Is firm, the
seed cells small and the flavor delicious. Even after canning they retain
their form and firniness. and can bo
.di.eed after being trxken from the can.
Thlf company, also the Jjikcwood
seacompany, has propositions every
son from wholesale grocery firms to
with the
take the entire product,
name of the purchasing company on
the cans but these propositions have
alwavs been rejected. It is a highly
significant fact that bothto companies
contract
have always been ablet
ihie whole riroduct in'advance and
choose the purchasers.
The price paid the farme rthis season for his tomatoes delivered at the
per ton, or one cent a
factory is $20
price
pound It is claimed that atanthat
average
an acre of ground with
an
than
returns
better
vie'd will bring
price per
acre of alfalfa at the sameshallow
culton, Tomatoes require only
work
tivation, little water ami less
new canthan most farm crops. The
nery will both increase and diversify
the agricultural opportunities of this
already prosperous vaney
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American Casualties
Aug. IS. The army
Washington.
casualty list issued today shows:
Missing in action, 126; killed In action, 59; wounded severely, 120; died
of wounds, 19; died of disease, 10:
died of accident and other causes,
of aeroplane accident, t,
4; died
37;
wounded, degree undetermined,
376.
total,
Killed in Action.
Sergeants Frederick Evans, Lawrence. Mass.: John O. Frydelund, Albert Lea, Minn.: James William Iiu,
Philadelphia. Pa.: Cullle l.ightfoot,
Ulcrro. N. M.: William Henry Virk-erllogan, Mont.: Corporals (leorg"
(llacknian. Flat Rock, Ind.; Alon.aKearse. Ehrhardt, S. C: Jim T. Wallinsfnrrl l'.lytheville, Ark.; Lieutenant
New
Morris N. Liebmaii,
Colonel
Vork.
Sergenii(s.
Louis A. Ciravegna,
Soulsbyvllle.
Vt.;
Oil.; Otto Foster, Arlington,
II. Friedmann, Roxbury
Maurice
;
Md
Mass.; Walter R. Hull, Pomona,
M. Kendall,
Clarence
Rfrrnet, Vt.;
Frank J. Knack. Cleveland, O.
y,

drover
Alvy A.

Privates
W. Calhoun,

Morgan, da.;
Caya, Prairie dn Clilcn, Wis.;

Philip Edwards, Naugatuek, Conn.;
Albert A. Erickson, Cumberland, Wis.;
Charles M. Faust. Cuyahoga Falls,
O : John T. Henderson,
Cambridge,
Mass.; Erven R. Holstin, Brownland,
W. Va.: Carl
J, Moltgrcw. Lorton,
Nehr.; Hubert A. Ilyman, U.akers-field- .
Vt.: Janen Janski, Syracuse. X.
Y.: (His !. Jackson, (Jreensburg, lnd.
Armln Lande, Jackson, Minn.; Ralph
J. Lord, Marlboro, Mass.: Joseph E.
McVey, St. Mary's Kan.; Harold William Martin, Montague, Mass.; Wilfred Meyers. Florence, Wis.; George
Munroe, East Hampton, Mass.; Peter
T. Peterson, Milnor, N. D. ; Clarence
Wlllard
Parsley, Luclen. Oklu.:
Held. Chicago, 111.; Luici Rlecl. Pera-mi- ,
Italy .Joseph Salitzky, Brooklyn,
X. Y.; Xagarino
Scattolinl, Ansoniu.
Conn.: Glen A. Smith, Farragut, la.:
Counsel Soles, Tabor. N. O: Howard
U Stevens, Fayette, Me.; Clyde Walk,
er. Woodson, Tex.; Frank C. White-maTilton. N. H.: James C. Braw-leJr.. Philadelphia. Pa.: Reed C.
liryson. Mlllvale, Pa..; Philip Coduti
Italy; Ernest Couture, Augusta, Me.;
Vincenzo Itenitto. Italy ; Samuel
Felln- dell, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
sky. Tuchem, Russia; Michael F. Kelly, Watertown, Mass.: Guiseppe Mof-fItalv; Diamond L. Nadeau, Nashua
N. It.: William G. Nolan, Shenandoah,
la.; Byron R. Perkins, Springfield,
Mass.: Stephen Fidlch, Struthers, O.,
Raymond Smith. Dubuque, In..; AlexJohn A.
ander Stanorskl, Russia;
Torklep. Taepma, Wash.; Virgil V.
Ln.
Mt.
Hermon,
Varando,
Died of Wounds.
Sergeant Bernard J. McF.lroy, IreDaniel J. Kellv.
land:
Corporals
Bridgeport, Conn.; Bernard B. Ryan,
New York; Clarence M. Mack, Derry,
Pa.
Privates James Boggan, BirmingBrecn, Boston,
ham, Ala.; Michael
Mass.; Romeo De Pntie, Lawrence,
F. Gavin,
Detroit,
Mass.; William
Mich.; George K. Mylott, Rutland, Vt.:
Morris Peltz, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Otto
C. Bletzer, Roxbury, Mass.; Emory S
Clark, Haddock, Ga.: Newman FletchH.
er, Gunlersville,
Ala.; George
Fritz, Oak Ridge, Pa.; Qulllian V
Milton B.
On.:
Hayes, Llndnle.
Hodgson, Porterville, Oil.: U S. MarE. Smith,
Norman
tin, Lafavctto, La.;
York, Pa.
Died of Disease.
Earl McDonald, Des
Sergeants
Moines, la.; Leon A. Forsytho, Water-forConn.
Privates Welch Bounds,
Chicago,
III.; George A. Davis. Fallon, New:
WilO.:
W.
Warren
Graham, Tiffin,
liam J. l.ongever.
Lebanon, N. II.:
Peter C. Dupre, Saint Rose, La.: Yasil
Haritchis, Greece; Joseph E. H.ielm,
Decatur,
Sweden; Theofil Knofskl,
;
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Cran-Josep-

Journal-Toba- cco

Fund
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
By special arrangement The Journal guarantees to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco 'manufacturers, tw o dollars
worth of tobaivo, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers ill
France and on the way to France.
The packages (50c worth of tobacco) are put up in attractive
patriotic packages. In every package we put a return postal card
with your name and address so that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you subscribe 25 cent
pieces.

TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE

Near tho Trenches.
I'KOM 1KVIX COHH'S "PATHS OF Cil.OKY"
"As I rec:ll now, we had come through the gate of the school
house to where the automobile stood when a puff ot wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant, from across the battlefront, brought
to our noses a. certain smell which we already knew full well.
" 'You get it, I see," said the German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
it as though the scent had been a visible thing. 'That explains why
tobacco is go scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.'
"All the tobacco which can be spared is sent to the men In tho
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking thoy

can stand that."

No Matter How Small the Amount Send It in.
our boys are going to need tobacco in great quantities. Fill out

tho coupon now Today is None Too Soon
Bring it, or mail It, to The Journal Office.

THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE,
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and make

It generous!

NEW MEXICO.

l'unulur cluarotlis having retail value

mf

60c.

Pt.pulur pipe tubucco linvhij retail valuo of 60o.

Sic iikg. No.

4.

Peiullnr cigarette

2ic pkg. No.

1.

I'opu'.nr plug chctvlng tobacco having retail valua of 60o

tubacru having retail value of 10c.

a,

III.

Died of Aivlilont and Other Causes.
Sergeant William E.' Ensko, Brook-

-

In

cigarettes
1

with-

acoi-danr-

your offer to

to our aolillcrs In Europe

oneloHO

poputar brands

In unlta of 60c packages,
,

,

of tobacco and
each for S&c.

,

,,

Your Name
Street

AUdn-f-

City and mute

111.; Fred A. Wcgenast,
St. Mathews,
lyn, N. Y ; Privates Leslie Alexander,
Houston, Tex.; James Alley, Kparta. Ivy.
In
N. C.
Action.
Woundiil
Severely
Died of Airplane Accident.
Privates Guy Altman, Cleveland,
E.
Edward
Lieutenant
Potter, O.: Henry E, Helhuincr, No. Cam.
bridge, Mass.; John H, I'.rownlow, AlPluttsburg, N. Y.
pine, Ala,; Robert S. Home, Lauds-dalOrio V. Raphael, Boston,
Washington, Aug. IS. The marine Mass.; Pa.;
Roger W. Renkel. Normandy,
corps casualty list Issued today shows: Mo.; Andrew
Panko, Xcsquehonlng,
Killed in action, (i; died of wounds
received In action, 5: died of disease, Ptt.
Died
of Disease.
1; severely
wounded
in action, 7;
Captain Charles P. Ilolliday. Rockslightly wounded in action. 1; wounded in action (degree undetermined), land, Me.
11; total, 31.
Knitting Record Broken.
Corporals Joseph M. Daley, Auburn.
IS.- The convicts at
N. Y.;
Leslie B. McKay. Portland, theSanta Fe, Aug. this
week broke both
penitentiary
Ore.
Privates Prosper R. Brooks, Rlola, the weekly and the dallya rocord for
knitting socks, reaching production
III.; Oscur E. Shover. Indiana Harof 6,10 pair for the week and 12 pairs
bor, lnd.; Donald L. Trapp, Eltoro on
Friday, with their six knitting
Cal.; Harry Wllmot, Gloversville, N. Y.
Died of WouiuiH Kceoivecl la Action.
Privates Raymond A. Andorsop.
Minneapolis, Minn.; Darrell II. Call, lournal Want Ads Pay Because
Chicago, 111.; Alfred J. Pederson. TamEverybody Reads the Journal.
pa, Fla.; Hugo J. Stark, Bellevillo
e,

TOBACCO CHIEF

'EXTRA' SERVED

IN

TO

Millions of

IB

Help Your Merchant
Keep Down Costs

Cigarets and Tons

of Pipe Mixtures Have Been
Sent Duty Free to Fighters
Who Go to Front,

CASH if possible. or
pAY
convenience of credit

a

pub-jpaig- n

cjliuh

Mcx-1nllri-

SUBSCRIBE

of Honor
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Gathering Held Under the Auspices of the Elks Bitterly
Denounces

FIVE

19, 1918.

Vrtnn
Julv 2.r.
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Correiipanrii-nre.-

promptly.
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This war, a LonLondon,
don paper points out, is tho first
great conflict in the history which
has been fought on tobacco.
In nil previous wars the nations engaged have supplied their fighters
mure- or less generously
with food,
equipment and munitions, but, rarely
with luxuries. In the present war pub.
He and private agencies
have been
working from the outset in all the
belligerent countries to provide the
soldiers with little "extras" and tho
chief of these has been tobacco.
To British soldiers almost uncountable millions of cigarettes and hundreds of tons of pipe tobacco have
been sent, duly free. But despite thes
enormous shipments, the consumption
of tobacco in the British Isles has
steadily increased. The cost of tobacco has climbed from 12 cents to 48
e
cents a pound for the
dark
American product, and a light China
for
used
tobacco
blending purposes
has Jumped from 12 cents to 96 cents
a pound.
Anxiety and nervous strain Insnpar
able from a great war are held responsible for the increase in smoking at home. Testimony from the front
Is that without generous supplies of
tobacco the men could not withstand
the strain of continuous Conflict.
England's chief source of supply is
the United States, and the fear Is
entertained here that owing to the
war's possible interference with production there and an increased home
demand, the amount available for this
imr mav be materially lessened.
Bonded stocks here are even now
dangerously depleted owing to decreased imports.
France and Italy, with less extensive sources of supply, have spared no
efforts to meet the tobacco needs f
their soldiers, and the same is true of
Germany.
)

Bad accounts help raise prices.
Carry small parcels delivery charges add to
prices.
Don't make unnecessary exchanges
the
"send it back" habit is waste.

low-grad-

"

Don't hoard that only helps make a shortage
and raise prices.
Patronize the merchants who advertise, for advertising makes for "lower prices by increasing
volume and lessening the ratio of overhead expense's.
You will find in the advertising columns of this

merchants who are
newspaper, the names
working with you to keep prices at a reasonof

able level.

..

Jln

hp

"Two-O-

Heil Croaa Club.

you do use the
account, settle bills
if
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C. J. ANDKItSOiN,
Marquette Illilg., Chicago,
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The Associated Press Is exclusively
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The United States senate has lately
shown a disposition to work more and
fight less.

8 OtWCK i B K US.

NOTICE-T-

G

1918

W.VKIUICT.
-

If the fate of groups or organlzaii..n. which have as their inspiration
impulses, really restW.
ed with the outcome of the I. W.
trial which came to an end in Chicago
proseSaturday, as the government
cutors said it did, then the verdict of
an hour's delibguilty after less than
to
eration ought to leave no doubt as
be.
will
fate
the
what
Even in this time of war, however,!
there will be
it is to be expected
further months of litigation before
are senany of the men found guilty

tenced to Jail.
The I. W. W. Vms been, even before
the war, an obstructionists organizaand
tion. It has stood for obstruction

destruction rather than construction.
side of the
It has been a thorn in thewestern
and
the
in
nation, particularly
It probably
Pacific coast states..

yovtus.

There is io doubt that the plan to
give boys of IS who come under the
draft an opportunity to pursue aca- '
demic studies in the colleges of the
country in conjunction with their military training is a commendable one.
At the same time tho purpose of the
new man power bill in extending the
draft ages to include boys between 2t
and 18 should not bo lost sight of.
This is not the place to enter a discussion of who gives up most, tho man
who has reached maturity, who Is
perhaps married and has a family, or
the youth under 21 whoso potentialities are still untried and undeveloped.
The loss to tho nation is great enough
in either case. One thing is certain;
men must die in war.
Secretary Itaker has shown a tendency to avoid as far as possible the
uso of boys below the age of 21 in
the army, and there is clearly a question as to tho correctness of this attitude.
The public, or that part of it which
stands for the saving of the boys from
actual fighting until they have reached
the ages of 20 or 21, will do well to
of the marines.
nonder the record
Everyone knows what they did around
But everyone does
Chateau Thierry.
not know that more than 30. per cent
of them are boys tinder 21. Perhaps
it is better to say they are men under
21.

19, 1918.

THE TROTTING OF TROTZKY

trained thousands who are to carry
our flag on the seas. If the suilon
are treated right as to faro, quarters,
pay and working renditions there is
no reason why America should not bo
a real competitor for the world's trade
after the war. Wc have new blood
aplenty with which to fill the crews.
Mr. Hurley already has done a great
task well. He has brought the ship
output to the peak of production. If
ho can accomplish the job that confronts him as well ho will have earned
and won the gratitude of the nation.
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With tho American Army in France,
David
July 1o. The story of Eicnt.
Putnam, of Newton, Mass.. the:
leading ace of tho American aviation,
as ho tells it, gives tho impression
that there is nothing extraordinary in
fhe making of a star of the air fleet.
fit the big things he has done he tells
in so quiet a way that they appear ordinary. His greatest fight t"Ok places
on June 5, when he engaged ten
and shot down five of them.
A year ago he was feeling his way
on a Penguin, the machine that is
given to all beginners because it can- not fly off the ground. Now his aver- age is three victories a 'month, havinsr
destroyed twenty enemy planes and
an observation l alloon since his debut,
December 20, 1917. Not all of these
have been officially recorded.
Is Aggressive Fighter.
Putnam shows in the air the same
arden
uggessiveness that the Germans have been grieved to observ in our
Eike a great many new
infantry.
fliers he sailed bodly over the lines
into
far
the territory occupied by the
Germans to provoke battle. In consequence a number of his victories
could not bo officially confirmed and
the risks were largely Increased. Twice
he has had to plane back over the
lines with his motor out of commission
and his machine shot up.
After seven months' training and
one month's service at the front, hej
fought his first battle and won it on
January 19. Wally Winter, of Chicago, flying in the same patrol, sold
Putnam saved him during this fight.;
Putnam now says lie was the man who
was saved by Winter.
Flying in a
high wind that bore hlin over into the
enemy's territory ho sighted two Germans below him making for the
French lines. He dove after them
find got one at 2,000
yards height.
Then he discovered that the other
German was maneuvering above him
and that higher up Winter was coming down followed by two more of
He took height to meet
the enemy.
Winter and the Germans abandoned
tho fight.
'At Adversary's Mercy.
A curious accident in his second
fiuht. January 27, gave Putnam the
at his
unpleasant sensation of being such
a
adversaries mercy. He made
ma
his
man
that
sharp dive after his
chine turned turtle and all his spare
ammunition fell out. He had fired the
last cartridge, from his gury when the
German wabbled and crashed about
two miles inside the German lines.
Putnam's last sbot had done for him.
A week later ho had another narrow
escape when in a fight with four two
senters his machine was snot aimosi
to pieces, Ho just managed to dive
under his adversaries and piano back
tr the I'rench lines.
Putnam began work with the squad
ron of Eieutcnant Madon on a mono- March 14 and the same day ran
into n untrol nf 15 Germans. Knowing
he had the advantage in speed he de
cided to make a quick attack tnen
dive. All the Germans followed him:
ut least, in
down, one of them,
rii'.?v nose snin. making the third sue
cess officially credited to him. The
next ilav he downed a two sealer in
a fight witli two; his gun jammed and
tier-man-

can't keep

f

'

They have not only shown themselves better fighters than any other
branch of the fighting service, but
rethey have proved themselves more
sourceful as well. The percentage of
men taken prisoners by the enemy in
the marines has been less than in the
army.
In view of these facts it would ap
pear that the men below 21 are fully
qualified to take caro of themselves
in name anu tniu muie i smitu nv..
therefore, for shielding them from
service by modifications of the draft
law extended, supposedly, to include
men of these very ages.

American Ace Tells How to
Climb to Top by Air Route
(Associated Press Correspondence.)
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Caring for Our Wounded

WITH SCISSORS
ANP PASTE

ho had to dive away from the second.
Engages l our lcs.
t
One of his loosest and hardest coni-bats was on April 11 when ho oii- gaged four two sealers during thirty
five minutes, fine of them crashed.'
The afternoon of tho following (lay ho
ran into one of tho (iennan "circuses,"
there were six in the group and ho Rot
two of them. These made five adversaries tfhot down between March
14 .and April 12 from a monoplane.
Engaged at close quarters with a
two sealer on May 15 he got nc;
enough to see the Herman gunner tall
forward on his quick firer when ho
I'utnam was
sent a bullet home.
drought down himself for the first
time June 2, but without personal
damage. He was one ot two lighters
maprotecting two reconnoilering
chines when he sighted 11 Germans.
Ho signalled, but tho reconnoiteiing
Two
planes continued their course.
in
minutes later the Germans came onono
and
tw(i groups, one of five above
Tho recounoitering
of six below.
and Putplanes dove for their lines
nam for tho first time in his career
gave himself up for lost.
Made Successful I all.
One of the Germans had succeeded
in cutting off the roconimilering
planets. I'utnam dove and drove him
down. Another Oerman dove at tho
second reconnoiterer and Putnam followed hlin. The German "put his
nose up," which in aviation parlance
means that he made a steep upward
turn, and put three bullets into Put
nam's motor. Ho got one in return
that sent him down in a crashing
slide on tho wing. Meanwhile the six
machines in the higher , group were
firing and one of their bulletshalfwent
an
through the machine, within
His motor
inch of Putnam's feet.
was now out of commission an lie
was looking for two disasters at once
a fall of 4.001) yards and the final
millet. Again the Germans abandoned Just as they were about to get him
and he managed to fall just softly
enough to break nothing but "wood."
The great fight that made Putnam
famous in France was overr.. the battleIn a half
field of Kheims on June
hour combat he shot down five of the
a
ltitrosses.
enemy squadron of ten
tho
It was close and difficult work for and
Germans maneuvered skillfully
closed In one him until ho could seo
tho pilots plainly in their seals a
their machines passed under him. He
waved his hand to one of them and
tho German returned the salute in
the thick of the fight. All Putnam
says about it is that he kopt out of
range as best he could und watched
Ho
closely every chance to fire. and
finally got into a good position
fall.
the German machines began to
Five of them crashed before tho fight
was over.
June 14 Putnam got three out of
six Fo1kers and tho next day shot
down one of two German observing
planes. He was about put out of this
on account of jammed guns when one
up at a
of his adversaries pulled
fired' ten shots, turned
sharp angle, two
hundred yards; then
over and fell
the machine broke in the air and
crashed. Since then rut mi mhas acballoon
counted for an observation
ami, on Juno 30, another enemy plane.

MUUMAX COAST
first few days and then only when the EXri ORHltS AXI) Guardian.)
(Manchester
handled.
was
wound
The fierce fighting
Paris, July
The landing of allied troops on tho
,, ,i
,.f A m,
ti, ..,... Mvr.iiK.l f: nt iirnv
The youth of the Americans has a
would have gone on for years, growcoast would have greatly inJIurman
of
centers
other
ami
war
said
surgeon,
the
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Intervention in Russia
Comes at an' Opportune
Time; People Ready for Order and Organization,

(By Harobl F,(lWin uviifc, i
Ioncion, Aus. 18. Intervention In
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No. ,
Class.
pomn Ami Phone tOoo.w
Arrives
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Tleparts,
way and constructing culverts and re- FOR HENT Unfurnished five-roomodern WANTED Clerical posttme. by
1. The Fcout
7:10 pm. 8:30 pm.
,
'.
young
lady
.w,
ic3i.
with
kai
sleeping
walls...
and
porch
hnqae.
garage.
taining
"'?h" 3.7. California Limited ..11:45 am. 13:45 pm.
experienced In general office work . 8. M. rVt
Worth $3,l00, and '.IT!
Said contract form and the maps, Newly papered and painted, Phone 1206-$1, 600 will swine
For insertion in
M., Journal office.
10:45 am. 11:16 am.
Fargo Fast ttv,
, Sunday
issue, get your
It, Tho amount the, house will rent for will
. The
and
of
plans,
estimate
specifications
1:30 am. 2:30 san.
Navajo
WANTED
Position oy experienced office pay hR lance on monthly payments. Phona
copy in early. , We cannot guarantee insertion
TYPEWRITERS.
quantities may be examined by reSouthboaBiL
man. Bookkeeper, salesman or clerical 1287-Address-P- .
O.
TCI
Box
445.
801.
Cltv.
Paso
contractors
the
fol'.owlns
at
sponsible
10:15 pm,
Express
copy is not received before 6 p. m.
tTPSWRITERU
All mas.es, everrmuled and line In store or office. Address E. S., Journal
S07. El Paso Express ...
addresses:
11:46 am.
WAXTEP Clerical or bookkeeping work by
repaired. KioDona ror every maohiu. Al
Room
801
FOR
Den
Ettstbonnd.
Building
Tramway
.... .
Bichance.
several
married
4
man,
Typwrlter
buquerque
Don't neglect to call and get your answers,
years experyoung
pboike
ver. Colorado. .
'2- Vl
t
Month
':S5am. 1:05am.
ience. A. R. Litis, 410 East Central, I'hone
FOR SALE Practically new furniture at .. The Navaji
no pHt. B :40 pm.
,
because these little ads always bring results.
1620. i
Room 202 Luna Ktrlcklcr Dulldinsr.
4. California Limited ...11:00
409 North Twelfth.
,
pm. 7:09 pm.
WANTED
WANTED Position by druggist, 16 years
Albuquerque, New Mevlco.
Sa; esmenv
8. 8aol
Fe Elgl...,.a;tspm.
FOR SALE Furniture for 'five-roont
State Engineer's Office. RantA Fo. VV AM KD sialcsinm., one
hut
loistpnu
present
experience;
employed,
house.
uvvUi-red- ,
Smtlh.
wri,
to
like
would
a
make
best
All
referof
chaugo;
New Mexico.
complete. Inquire 40 North Kdllh.
411 South fourth.
Kansas Ctty ana Chicago,
ences. Address Salve, oar Journal.
:00 am.
, '
Phona liH-ff- ,
lot, JUuau Cltv
Ctilc., ,...!; noj,
KOK.
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
SI 8 WEST CENTRAL

PRIVILEGE

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

115.

To the People

of Albuquerque

HOMER

STOKE
H.

815 Marble Avenue.
Phones

Coo, and South

Phone

Walter,

576

Harry Morey and Corinne Griffith

in "WHO GOES THERE?"
Feature

400

lulled

States Eood Administration says: "Every jar of
food the housewife
prepares
for the Winter use for her
own family scuds that much
more to

I

W.

EXPECTED

Hi.

Palladino&Co,

GROCERIES

eoi

CADETS HH E

At THE

men."

tlio-llgh-tlng

HatteDCCi,

in Five Keels

;OOI) COMEDY REEL

ALSO A

I. Ill SEPT.

AND MEATS

Tljeras. Phones

495-49-

2

8

Between 375 and 400
expected to matriculate
Mexico Military Institute
at the beginning of the

students are
in the New
at Hoswell,

school term.

September 10, according to Major
J. C. Trutman- an instructor in the

Strong Brothers

x

Undertakers

1

PROMPT SERVICE. PHONE
76.
STRONG BLK., COPPER
AND SECOND.

LOCAL

ITEMS

Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafn.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Fhone 273.
C. E. ISigelow of Mountalnair is an

Albuquerque visitor.
V. M. Molyneux of Las Vegas spent
yesterday in this city.
James G. Fitch of Socorro. X. M.
is in the city on business.
Mrs, E. G. ITindo and son of Taos,
N. M., are visiting here.
Charles Tramhley of East 'Las Vegas, N. M., spent yesterday In Albuquerque.
Albuquerque encampment No. 4. I.
O, o. 1'., will meet in regular session
at 8 o'clock tonight. A'l members
are urged. to he present. Visitors are
welcome.
Samuel Wagner, 1401 North Fourth
street, underwent an operation for appendicitis at St. Joseph's hospital yesterday afternoon. His condition is as
good us can be exoected.
Mrs. Homer II. Ward returned last
nnd
night from Colorado
Springs
Ma niton, where she spent two weeks
While there she enjoyed a visit with
her sister and niece of El Dorado.
Kansas, who were sojourning at these,
famous Colorado resorts.
Special squads of deputy sheriffs
yesterday worked
throughout the
district in their search for five mer
who escaped from the county "jail Saturday morning and who have not been
apprehended. Three of the eight
men who escaped again are confined
in their cells.
The last lecture of the summer lecture course of the university will he
held in Rodey hall at 8:15 o'clock tonight. Dean L. B. Mitchell will be
the speaker and will talk on "A League
of Nations to Enforce Peace." A feature of the gathering will be the ren
dition of several original compositions
both instrumental and vocal, of
Stanley Seder. Mr. Seder will
leave at the close of the present quarter for New York.
T. F. Collister, 901 South Walter
street, has passed examinations for a
railroad fireman of the engineering
corpR and will leave tonight for InHis wife and small f.u:i
dianapolis.
will accompany him as f:.r as St.
Imls. where, Mrs. Collister will enCollister
gage in Tied Cross work.
completed his examinations last Monday. He was employed as a machinist
in the Santa Fe Bhops.

school who was in Albuquerque last
night. Major Troutmnn is returning
to lioswel! from Santa Fe where
he
attended an educational conference.
Major Troutmnn savs that a larger
per cent of former students are expected to return this year than ever
before. Several additions have been
made to the faculty of the school. The
head of the mathematics department,
Major Higmov is a Harvard graduate.
Major Zimoski, new head of the hishad several
tory department, has
at the military
years experience
school at Columbia. Tenn.. and Is it
Vale fool ball man. He will coach football at the institute.
A number of the Institute
boys, including (sVverhl from Albuquerque,
are attending a military training
camp at Presidio. Calif. Those in
charge of he military work at the institute also have attended a special
training camp at San Diego. Calif.,
where thev received Instruction from
French and English officers on 'the
latest military methods in use on
European battlefields.
The service flag of the institute,
at the May commencement exercises
contained 2S2 stars. Many graduates
of the 1918 class have gone to training camps and these with the members of former classes who have asked the faculty for recommendations
for training camps, will bring the
total number in service well above
H00. A large number of
the cadets
have received commissions.
One of the institute graduates now
in France, recently wrote that during the winter lull on the battlefields
an effort will be made to hold a reunion of institute men who are in the
armies.
The faculties of the school are taxed
to the limit and it Is probable that at
the beginning of school a large number will of necessi,tv be turned away.
The new mess ball, which with Its
equipment cost $65,000 will be In use
In September.

Administration

Pood

U SS
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Originated

Day-

W. T. Iladeliffe of Detroit, Mich.,
one of the fathers of the daylight
saving plan and who at present is en- s
Iricavorlng to get a bill through
which will allow the lied Cross
til e "franking"
for their
privilege
mail, is in Albuquerque and will ret
main here until tomorrow night. He
'in lim-in nnntiAi liitu
n.i fwn II ,il
business.
Mr. Iladeliffe declared
yestei'da
that the annual expenditures of the
Red Cross for postage will amount
to more than $150,000 a year.
"This might as well he helping our
boys over there," he said. "The people of the United Stales have responded nobly every time a request has
been made for assistance for the Ked
Cross. Why then should I they nol
have the benefit of franking their
mail which at present is extended to
men and
congressmen,
Liberty Loan officials. The argumenl
forward
has been put
by certain offi.
cials that the privilege will "oe abuse!
by the lied Cross. This r think is abA heavy
penalsolutely groundless.
ity is provided for the misuse of the
I
not
do
ami
thin!;
'franking privilege
the lied rross will come any nearer
abusing the privilege than do the oth-e- r
organizations which are using it."
The daylight saving plan was originated by Kadclit'fe and Dr. George
Ilenaud, eight years ago. Dr. Kenaud
who was an eye specialist, had observed that many of his patients were
working under artificial light.' He
became interested in this matter and
enlisted the aid of Iladeliffe. Together they organized the "More Daylight
club" which won the approvul of quite
a number of citizens. They conceived
the idea which is at present in use
throughout the Cuitc-- States with regard to advancing tin clock but re-Sis
Iladeliffe says, "were beautifully
buffed."
Four years later, in 1914, a second
educational campaign was started for
the daylight saving plan, a id on May
14 the matter was placed before the
aldermen of the city of Detroit. An
ordinance was unanimously adopted
by the body and within four days the
plan went into effect. With the ci'y
using it the club took the matter up
with tho
with government officials
result that today the entire United
it.
States is following
.Mr. Iladeliffe declares he has found
the plan popular, especially among
Throughout
employers and laborers.
the country it is ortenns an oppor
among tlu
tunity for more recreation
working classes and In doing this Has
firmlv entrenched itself in the favor
of the public.
four-minu-

TODAY ONLY

Yilngmpli

PI

Postage for Relief Body,

T.YRIC THEATE

JLJ

C

State News Bulletin

The following bulletin was among
the most forceful nnd effective bits
of conservation
propaganda at the
New York Food show last month. It
was put out by the National Sugar
company of New Jersey:
"Save the waste!
"100 million cups coffee used daily
in United States.
"170 million cups tea and coffee.
"70 million cups tea used daily in
United States.
"If even an average of half a tea
snoonful of sugar per cup is left undissolved at the bottom of cups of ten
and coffee, the waste would be
pounds of susar dally.
"Stir your sugar until it dissolves!
d
to one-haIt's estimated that
of all sugars used in homes is
FOR RENT Furnished
new bungalow. Sleeping porch and used in tea and coffee. Think it over
how Is It in your home? Isn't there
large basement. AH mouern improve- d
a chance for savins?
ments. Clowe in. Inquire of Mrs.
Meyer, 701 West Copper. Phone
Cut your loaf at the table slice by
1040.
slice as needed. Waste not a crumb.
Waste no flour on the bread board
RENT-IDETHEATER
AL
FOR
when you make bread.
busFor thickening use cornstarch or
Fully equipped and ready for
Apply the substitute flours. Fine corn meal
iness; Immediate possession.
Jeweler.
Is
Everltt,
Every
good fori dredging meats.
little bit of flour Baved counts.
Have hreadless meals.
Eat potatoes or cooked cereals to take the
place of bread. When you have potatoes, rice, or hominy served with meat
or for breakfast a large bowl of cerea'.
'
v,
you do not need bread.

G

DVERNOR MAY DL
HERE LABOR DAY;

IRK PROGRESSING
At a meetln? vesterdny miming of
the committees in charge of the Labor Dav celebration here, it was reported that Covernor V. 13. Lindsey
f.nd his staff will be in Albuquerque
Labor Day unless some unforeseen

business prevents.
It is also announced that the city
firerr-erprobably will take oart in the
monster parade which is being planned. Several men were named as a
committee to confer with the city
commissioners in this matter and the
result will be definitely known Wednesday night.
All of the committees reported progress in their work. It was decided
that within the next two weeks Honthe
ing park will be made ready forcompicnic which will be held. The
mittee on entertainments announced
that some unusual features have been
provided and altogether the celebration is expected to be a great success.
A special Invitation has been
by the labor unions to the( pubto' parlic, to attend the picnic and
ticipate in every part of the days
activities.
It is estimated that several thousand persons will have a part in the
are being preparade. Certain floatsmusical
features
pared and special
will bo provided. The committee hat
that
for
races
considered automobile
c:ay but this idea has been abandon-ot
ed' for several reasons. A number
racing drivers, however,to had signiparticipate
fied their willingness
in the races If they had been held.
.

SERGEANT TROTTER
TELLS OF AVIATION
SCHOOL IN ST. PAUL
,

one-thir-

lf

Ijeo-TKil-

SPRINGER

HAULS

ANYTHING

BITTNER
l

2

HOUSE! ROOMS

Soutii First. Phone 221.

Frank Trotter has received a letter
from his son, Sergeant C. E. Trotter
who is stationed in the commissary
department of the aviation school in
St. Paul, in which he states that ten
men a day are being turned out of the

school.
,
"We are training aero mechanics,
he writes, and turning them out at
the rate of ten a day, so you see we
are doing our bit. I would like to ggt
out of them. So I am making the best
of it. I wish you could go through
the school here. Just to see the enormous size of it. The building alone
rovers a citv block and is five stories
high. It Is the only school of its kind

and

slise In

the country."

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
FREE

CALL

AND

PELTVERT

BATCTTH OLD STAND

GENTRY'S EGGS
Con-ro- y
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion,
and Son Jose Market : 65c doien.

F ROM THE WE ST

,

LAST TIME TODAY
House of High-clas- s
Pictures and Music

Beautiful VIRGINIA PEARSON in

USEFUL POSITIONS

That some men in the stale, despite the fuet that they have applied
Car-whe- el
for farm work through the United
Splits; Half-mi- le
States employment service, do not real-- -j
of Track Destroyed; Brake-ma- n ly want work, was the statement yesagem
terday of a federal farm labor
here. The agent declared the men ofReceives Scratches.
ten turn down offers of good positions
and that their tendency seems to be
tho preference for a "soft" position
Following the derailment of a mixed
"Recently we have had applica6
train near Ash Fork, Ariz., about
tions," he said, "for farm labor from
i
all
eastbound
o'clock Saturday night,
tho otntn Th". condi
trains through Albuquerque Saturday tions under which we desired to place
night and yesterday were oetayea, them were idea), salary generous,
some for as much as eighteen hours. houses furnished as was fuel and waAt a late hour last night, however, the ter. The farmers needed the men
trains again were moving, although badly and were willing to offer many
the lasomewhat behind schedule.
concessions in order to
variAccording to an exclusive dispatch bor. These men, however, found
from Ash Fork to the Journal, the ous excuses when thev were confronttrain which was derailed carried both ed with a chance at real work, and
freight and passenger cars and was refused to take the positions. They
east bound. It had gone about a mile are what, is known as "shiftless."
when a freight car wheel collapsed
"There is a certain class of men who,
The train was running at a fair rate claim lo he laborers who are In realof speed when the ac cident occurred. ity chronic kickers. They find fault
For about 400 yards it ploughed along, and raise objections continually when
tearing up the track. Then fourteen they are seeking work, and often pay
of the cars in the train crashed into no 'attention to the;
appointments
one huge pile. A hrakeinan who was with would-b- e
employers. That is a
on top of one of the cars was tnrown class of man. who. although he prooff but sustained only minor cuts and tests that he wants to help win th'i
scratches.
war, is in reality on a par with the
The track at the point where the street loafer and the man who openl.v
derailment occurred is double. Woth savs he won't work.
"With the government pleading fori
lines were completely demolished for
a distance of about a half mile. This increased protection, etui with these,,
prevented further traffic on the road men loudly declaiming their willing-ness to work and yet refusing to ac-- :
for the night.
reached cept positions for various whims, U".mi-- ;
During the night a wrecker
S.
the spot and smashed cars were li t ten nor objections, the work of the
to one side of the track. Then an ex 10. S. has become somewhat-- difficult.
tra gang of workmen rebuilt a single These men are using their application
line of track through the debris, over for work ns tin excuse to dodge in-- ,
this trains passed within a short time. 'work or fight' order and have no
ntion of obtaining a. useful posFortunately the engine and water
.
tender remained on the track. Many ition."
Th e agent declared that although
passengers of the trains which were
,
fair-are
delayed by the derailment, throngea farmers throughout the state
into Ash Fork, where they spent the ly well supplied with hands, therede--is
j
still room for quite a number. He
time until their trains continued.
In Albuquerque the trains began ar clared many make their applications!
to,
of, failing
riving at II o'clock yesterday morn nnd then are lost trackservice
posted
ing when train No. 10 which is due keep the employment
ami
a.
m..
neglecting,
to
into
the
whereabouts
ns
their
here nt 7:35
pulled
station three and a half hours late to answer messages which arc sent
Train No. 4, which was due at 6 p. them through the mails.
The government maintains here a
m., arrived at 10 o'clock last night;
train No. 2, due here at 5 p. m., ar freo employment service, by which
are
rived at 11:15 o'clock last night. Train (the government's labor needs emNo. 8,. due here at 9:55 a. m., arrived supplied and b- which the private
without
labor
ot 11:35 p. m.
ployer may obtain
is maintained
charge. This service
at a large
of
labor
the
by
department
'
expense both for the welfare of theh
PLAGIARISM CHARGED
firms, farmers, as
private Individuals,
government. The ofAGAINST THE KAISER well ns for the
fices are at 312 West Gold avenue.

"Her Price

Fourteen Cars Smashed When

The Story of an Alluring Woman Who Sold Herself
for Fame

Also SMILING BILLY PARSONS in
a
Comedy, "MATCHING BILLY"
2-r-

Id theater!
LAST TIME TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Artcraft Presents the Master Lauphmaker

DOUGLAS

I

'J

FAIRBANK
-- IN-

'Say! Young
Fellow'
A

said

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS"

typicul Fairbanks picture,
lo be his best so far-- it's
brand new.

Satj boung Pel low
"'JtAETCBAlTIW

"WORLD'S EVENTS"
Sec

to 6
6 to 11

the War Pictures

Admission

1

10c

.Adults 15c, Children 10c

-

(ISy

UN

Newspaper Enterprise Ass'n)
Kerne, Aug. IS. Kaiser Wilhelm
hits been justly accused
of every
crime in the calendar except plagiaris
now
added to hi?
that offense
ism;
sins.
His bombastic speeches have disgusted the world for four years. Now
we learn that they aren't his at all,
but they're stolen from the works of
German authors who are vastly mor
intelligent than the all highest.
The Strasburgf Freie Presse Its editor deserves the Victoria Cross for
bravery has exposed the kaiser's
plagiarism, publishing a deadly parallel between one of his recent speeches
!. CIMI0OICl TO 0NI JOUNAO
and an article in the
Washington, Aug. 18. One or two
Monatschrift," of which
women graduates holding the degree
Is editor.
Dr.
The immortal words were as fol- of bachelor of science in home economics are needed in nearly every state
lows:
In the northern and western section.',
"Hither
the Prussian-Germani- c
world conception, that of right, free- of the Fnited States by the department of agriculture. These women are
dom, honor and morals, must be preagenis,
served, or it must fall subject to the to act as homethedemonstration
state colleges which
Anglo-Saxoworking with
which means the idolin
extension
work
home
Jare
doing
atry of gold." .,
the counties and cities.
And here's what Dr.
Their duties will Include teaching
had to say three days
nnd
better methods to housewives effibefore the kaiser's speech was delivgenerally increasing household
ered:
are
Some of these positions
"Fundamentally, this Is a war for ciency.
the duration of the war, some perthe triumph either of the heroic or for
or manent.
the commercial, the
AU applicants must be twenty-fiv- e
world conception. On
the
They must be
on years of age, or over.
the one side the
of full courses of home
Ideal of the graduates in
the other the Anglo-Saxo- n
accredited departments
economics
supremacy of gijld over everything."
It is preferable
How would you like to be In the ot home economics.
have
that they
teaching experience.In
shoes of the German editor who w:s Women
who have been brought up
irageous enough to print this ex- the country are preferred for county
pose?
agents. For city agents, women must
be 30 years of age or over and have
to handle complicated
city
ability
INFORMED
KELLAM
MRS.
problems.
is $1,200 to $2,100, acThe
OF SUFFRAGIST RAIDS cording"salary
to proven ability. Alll apthe
plications must be made through
service
employment
Concerning the recent arrest of cer- United102S.,States
San Antonio. Applications
tain suffragists in Washington dur- boy
a detailed account of edumust
ing a political meeting, Mrs. Arthur cation give
and
experience, and must be
has
Arno
707
street,
South
Kellam,
three letters of recomreceived from Florence Boeckel at companied by
which are to deal specifiWashington, a telegram giving details mendation,
cally with the candidate's ability and
of the arrest.
loyalty as an American citizen, nnd aj
. The message reads as follows:
recent phoatograpn, wnicn is
"Suffragists were aonfined In abandoned jail. It was "cletin but damp and
some suffered front the cold. It was
evil smelling, owing to open plumbing. 1 KILLED, 2 HURT IN
The cells were 5 feet by 7 and there
was light only in the corridors. They
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
cannot see the sky and are forbidden
to see friends for one week. All prisW MOHNIN9 JOURNAL PBCIAI. LEAMO WtftRl
oners except Gross and Kuhn are
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 12,t-M- rs.
hunger striking for their rights as poKate Christie was killed, Mrs
litical offenders, since they were ararm
rested for holding a political meet- Albert Jones sustained a broken
and other injuries, and her three-yeaing."
old son, Harold, was internally injured
when the automobile driven by Albert
RUMANIAN LOSSES IN
Jones, left the road in Cliff Dwellers'
canon near Manitou this afternoon
emWAR TOTAL
and rolled down a forty-fobankment, crushing Mrs. Christie and
the Jones boy under the car.
(By Newspaper Enterprise Ass'n.)
The
occurred
when Mr.
Latest figures Jones, accident
London,
g. ,18.
while trying to shift sears In
show that Rumania has lost S00.000 order
to climb the hill, lost control
People during the war and the Ger- of the car. The brakes failed to hold
man "peace" that has followed it. and the car
plunged over the bank.
r
This is 11 per cent of her
Two other children suffered minor
,
population.
injuries, hut Mr. Jones and a fourth
And now Germany, Ignoring her child
.
were uninjured.
peace treaty, has demanded from Humanla U'0,000 tons of grain. The pen-rltthreatened is to starve everybody J. M. RATH Wl ELL AND HIS
In the occupied districts, if the nation
FAMILY LEAVE FOR IND.
doesn't comply. . ?
The Germans are also backing up
the Bulgarian demand for 126,000
J. M. Rathmell and family left for
more tons of grain. Total demanded
Indiana, where they wil.' make their
246,000 tons.
future home.
With famine already staring her i
Mr. llathmell goes to Indiana in the
the face, Rumania now faces the Interests
of the Bryan Harvester comproposition of starving If she does, pany, and will obtain the necessary
acand being starved it she doesn't
draftsmen, mechanical engineers and
cede to the Teutons' demands.
work upon the
n(echanics for
The motive behind the German or- company's lightstarting
steam tractor. It is
ders is said to be to force out the king the Intention of the company to have
and queen of Rumania and all poliall of the material and men ready to
ticians faithful to the allied cause.
start porduction before opening their
new plant.

NEED

FOR

DEMONSTRATIONS

T HROUGHOUTWEST

"Polltisch-An-thropolgisc-

Schmidt-Giebichenfe-

DEATHS AND FUNERALS

BRITISHERS

Ceell Molin.
Cecil Mohn. 23 years old, died at
his home on South Kdith street at 11
o'clock Saturday night.
He was an
electrician and came here with his
parents last November from Quiney,
111.
He is survived by the parents
and three
Willis who is
with a cavalry regiment at Fort liliss.
Lester, a government employe at Peoria, 111., and Polk, of Chicago. The
body was removed to Strong Hroth-erundertaking rooms. Funeral arrangements have not been completed.
s'

Liub: C. Hetzel,
Louis C. Hetzel died at his apartment in the highlands lit 9 o'clock
last night. Ho is survived by a mother, who lives in Newark, N. J. The
body was removed to Strong Brothers' whore it is held pending instructions from his mother.

British Canadian Recruiting
Mission

George Roslington
Resident Officer

Chocolate

Shop Cliocoltttue

GRIMSHAW'S
Second and Central
Wants to See Tou"

Lp.

"rlmshar

Lively and saddle liorseH.
Ked llarn.

Trimlilu

B. M. WTl.t.TAMH

Rooms

1

and

SALESMAN
EXPERIENCE!
nnd stoi I, keeper for Cotton goods

IVlltlHt

2, VVliltlng
Building
PI e No. eat.
Horner Second and Ool.

'!

.

Prusso-Teutoni-

ENLIST NOW!
All persons wishing to enlist in the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.

The Real Hoover Candy

Hue.
John La Hue, infant son of Mr. and
Mrs. fa line, died yesterday afternoon at the family residence. Funeral
services will be held in the Crollolt
Burl',1 will be in Calvarj
chapel,
cemetery.

Juhp

n

Pan-tlritis- h

department.

THE ECONOMIST

c,

r-

A NUMBER

OP

FARM LABORERS
Want positions on farms

are experienced

hands.

ployers
see the

men

needing

some
Em-

should

Farm Labor Agent
MORNING
JOURNAL

OFFICE

USED CAR SALE
Look Over the List You May
Find Just What You Want.
One
Overland
Touring,
$27S

One Overland Roadster. .
One Overland
touring (In excellent con- ' dition) almost new
$800
One Overland Touring,
- passenger
$250
One Dort, Touring
$4150
One Overland Light TouHng,
.

6-

CRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Suitable range for sheep for
lease on long or short term lease.
Wm, L. Staley & Co., Second and
Gold Ave.

Let Us Send a Man
To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
CO.
ALBUQUERQUE! LUMBER
423 N. First.
Pbone 421.

$150

One

Wyllis-Ivnig-

Touring,
(an excellent

-

passenger
buy)
$1250
MAN If BARGAINS
AMONG X
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM. OVER
7-

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Pbone

710.

CO.

D

613-51-

W, Central.

5

800,000

Auction Sale
Tuesday, August 20, at 408 West Marble

before-the-wa-

y

Bryant'

Delivery
SERVICE

Peraons who wisn o renew or take
$1
FOR QUICK
nut membership In tle Red Cross
Phone 501.
, 22S Wcxf Copper.
van do so by calling at Strong'! Book
Four uiU pressed $1.25.
Store, O, A. Matson A Co., Grtiuahaw's
Co.
Columbia
Cleaning
Contract plan.
YOUR HAULING BY TONS or Mrs. H. ft. Eertrnson, or by phoning
.
Delivers. Phono
y
Is Motorized by Henry's DtslWery., ihe chairman o' the Meubersblp 00m-Wlttee NO, HSI-W- ,
Phoue 939, " '
V
L
Journal Want Ada win? result.
f

SUITS CLEANED,

IflMMLlMiMl

BUT DO NOT WANT

Schmidt-Ciiebichenfe-

Pro-fess-

five-roo-

DELAYS TRAINS

FOR

light Saving Plan Now Has
Bill Before Congress to Save

CRESCENT GROCERY
BOBKET JONES

WARD

Who

Man

phone order will bring it t.i your door.
U. S. Food License No.

WARD'S

RED

If. M.

who prefer to use Japan tea we wish to say that when we placed
our order for the new lot of first picking, the price was not in
consideration; the only stipulation was, "Send tm the best." It arrived recently and we want you to know how good it is. We have
priced it on a large output ha .sis.
ONLY 75 PER I'OI XI)
A

SEEK EMPLOYMENT

ASHFORK WREGK

SEEKS FMUIKINC

19, 1918.

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinner

PHONE

Monday, August

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.
Owner lias lieen railed to war and lias Instructed me to sell his entire house furnishings, on the almve date, to the highest bidder for
'
ensli.
Five rooms must bo at some price. Note some of tho following
articles to be sold:
'Mahogany davenport, book ease, dresser, chiffoniers, beds, springs
and mattresses, rugs, dining table and leather upholstered chairs,
morris chair, rockers, refrigerator, kitchen cabinet, kitchen table,
heating stove, dishes, cooking utensils nnd many other useful articles not mentioned in this ad.. Don't miss this opportunity to
supply jour needs In house furnishings.
Be on bund
early. All goods are sanitary and in good condition.
'

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.
Gallnp Lump .
Cerrillos Lump

Hahn Coal Co.

Btove
'

CerrlUoa

PHONE
ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
Mill
Coke,
Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling, Lima.

